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		Sequence for Semesters 

		Course Numbers and Titles 

		Credit Hours 



		First 

Semester 

		EDF 600: Educational Research 

		3 



		First 

Semester 

		*EDUC 660 Dimensions of Diversity: Students, Families, Cultures, and Communities 

		3 



		Second 

Semester 

		EDUC 648: Characteristics of the Gifted Child 

		3 



		Second 

Semester 

		EDUC 649: Methods and Materials for Teaching the Gifted 

		3 



		Third 

Semester 

		ETEC 644/ETEC 620: Design and Development of Instructional Software for the Elementary and Secondary School/ Infusion of Technology in the Content Area 

		3 



		Third 

Semester 

		EDUC 618: Counseling the Gifted 

		3 



		Fourth 

Semester 

		*EDUC 647: Creativity 

		3 



		Fourth 

Semester 

		Approved Elective 

		3 



		Fifth 

Semester 

		SPED 666: Teaching in Inclusive Classrooms for Diverse Populations 

		3 



		Fifth 

Semester 

		EDUC 693: Leadership for Change 

		3 



		Sixth 

Semester 

		*EDUC 695: Capstone Seminar 

		3 



		Sixth 

Semester 

		EDUC 646: Laboratory Practicum in Teaching the Gifted Child 

		3 



		TOTAL CREDIT HOURS 

 

		36 
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Candidate’s Field-Based Experience Information (CFBEI)*


Part I: To be completed by candidate


Name:_____________________  Course #:___________    Instructor:___________________


School/Site:_______________________Parish/District:_________________________________


Teacher:_________________________________
Grade:_____________________


Date:___  Time in: ____Time out:____    

Date:___  Time in: ____Time out:____


Date:___  Time in: ____Time out:____ 

Date:___  Time in: ____Time out:____


Date:___  Time in: ____Time out:____ 

Total Time in Field: _____hr.______min.


Level 1(Observation/Participation):____   Level 2 (Direct Teaching/Tutoring):_____      Level 3 ______
    


One-on-one: ___


  One-on-one:  ___


       Student Teaching


Small Group: ___ 


  Small Group: ___






Large Group: ___ 


  Large Group: ___






Part II: Information to be found on Classroom Information form B (FBECI)


Indicate the number of students participating in the classroom activity or being observed.


Breakdown of participants: Please indicate a numerical value for each.


Total Number of Students:__________
Males:________
Females:___________


Total Number of Students with Exceptionalities:______________


Indicate the number of students participating in the activity.


_____Autism


_____Deaf/Blind
_____ ESL
_____Developmental Delay


_____Gifted                
_____Hearing Impairment

_____Emotional Disturbance


_____Infant and Toddlers with Disabilities



_____Mental Disability


_____Other Health Impairment (may include ADD)


_____Multiple Disabilities


_____Specific Learning Disability




_____Orthopedic Impairment


_____Speech/Language Impairment




_____Talented


_____Traumatic Brain Injury





_____Visual Impairment


_____Temporary Disability (i.e., broken arm, broken leg, etc.)
_____Limited Proficiency


Grade Levels: Select the grade(s) of the participants:


_____Early Intervention (Birth to 3)

_____Pre-K


_____Kindergarten


_____1st

_____2nd

_____3rd


_____4th



_____4.5

_____5th

_____6th


_____7th


_____8th

_____8.5

_____9th


_____10th


_____11th

_____12th













Ethnicity: Please indicate the number of students for each ethnicity within the class. 


_____American Indian or Alaskan Native

_____Hispanic


_____Asian or Pacific Islander


_____Not Reported


_____Black, Non-Hispanic



_____White, Non- Hispanic


_____Foreign/Non-Resident Alien



Part III: To be completed by candidate and signed by the classroom teacher


Subject Observed/Taught: Indicate time spent in each subject


Art/Music


______hrs.
______min.


Business


______hrs.
______min.


Foreign Languages

______hrs.
______min.


Health/PE


______hrs.
______min.


Language Arts


______hrs.
______min.


Mathematics


______hrs.
______min.


Science


______hrs.
______min.


Social Studies


______hrs.
______min.


Special Education

______hrs.
______min.


Other



______hrs.
______min.


Specify:_______________________________


TOTAL


______hrs.      ______min.

________________________
____________ 
_____________________________


Teacher’s Signature


Date


Candidate’s Signature






Activity:  A brief summary (four to five sentences) is required for entry into PASS-PORT Description/Reflection:__________________________________________________________


NOTE:  To be completed by the candidate and used to enter data in PASS-PORT


Field Experiences form C


Assessment #1: Comprehensive Exam 

Description of Assessment/Use in Program 


The state of Louisiana does not require a licensure exam for certification to teach gifted students.  Southeastern Louisiana University has chosen to require candidates to demonstrate their content knowledge through a Comprehensive Examination (COMPS).  In order to graduate with a Masters’ degree, candidates in the Department of Teaching and Learning must schedule and pass this exam.  Candidates may take the exam either after they have completed all required coursework or during the semester in which they are taking their final courses.  Candidates who are seeking gifted certification can expect three questions on their Comprehensive Exam.  These questions pertain to the new knowledge and skills they have learned in a variety of educationally-related content areas.  Question number one focuses on educational leadership.  This question assesses candidates’ ability to assume a school leadership role so that they can become strong advocates for gifted education.  The second question relates to educational research.  It is important that our graduates become effective teacher researchers and that they know how to analyze any data they might collect. The third question, and the one that will be analyzed in this report, relates directly to gifted content.  Candidates are presented with a case study.  They must analyze the characters and the experiences portrayed in the case study and make effective educational recommendations.  They must demonstrate their knowledge of gifted characteristics, methods and materials for gifted learners, and unique social-emotional issues often presented by gifted students.  Comprehensive exams are evaluated by a variety of faculty members who have expertise in the question areas.  Questions are assessed using a rubric that addresses content knowledge, depth and complexity of thought, and writing (organization, mechanics, flow of ideas).   Assessors provide qualitative comments as well as a numerical score. The entire exam is worth a total of 100 points.   The gifted question counts for 50 points; the educational leadership and educational research questions count for 25 points each.  Candidates must score 80% of allotted points in each of the three areas to pass.  So, they would need 20 points in leadership for change, 20 points in educational research, and 40 points in gifted to pass.  If a candidate scores below 80% in any one area, they must receive remediation in that area and are eligible to take the exam again.  This assessment rubric is included in Attachment A. 


Alignment with Standards  


The comprehensive exam is a good example of an assessment instrument that provides an opportunity for candidates seeking gifted certification to demonstrate their competence in nine of the CEC Standards. Candidates must draw from these as they reflect on their coursework and synthesize their new knowledge to answer the questions presented to them which includes their courses in gifted, research and leadership.  In formulating their answer to the leadership for change and educational research questions, candidates must have an understanding of the field’s principles and theories (Standard 1) and the components and procedures in assessment (Standard 8).   Candidates must organize their ideas and present them in a logical and professional manner speaks to Standard 9.  Answering the comprehension questions requires that they understand giftedness and the unique needs of gifted students. They must understand both the cognitive and affective characteristics of their students and also the diversity issues that are often unique to the gifted population. Candidates have the opportunity to identify various characteristics (Standard 2) and look at influences as well as the cultural implications of gifted identification (Standard 3).  Candidates must address the selection, adaptation and use of instructional strategies (Standard 4), take into consideration the social emotional issues and needs of the learning environment (Standard 5), and plan instruction accordingly (Standard 7).  Candidates must develop a parental plan of action to assist parents in coping with their child’s giftedness  (Standard 10).  


Brief Analysis of Data 


A total of 13 candidates took the Comprehensive Exam during the seven semesters between (and including) Fall, 2004 and Fall, 2006.  Twelve candidates passed the exam on the first admission.   The one candidate, who was not successful, did not satisfactorily answer the educational research question.  She received remediation from an appropriate faculty member, re-took the entire exam, and passed the second time. During the past three academic years, the success rate for passing the gifted portion of the Comprehensive Exam has been 100%.  This indicates that candidates are learning appropriate content relative to gifted characteristics and needs, methods and materials for gifted learners, and social-emotional needs of the gifted population and that they are able to apply this information to professional situations.  Based on the success rate of the candidates, faculty can safely assume that this new knowledge will make the candidates more effective educators who have a greater impact on their students’ learning.  Faculty will continue to revise questions, monitor student understandings, and, when appropriate, provide remediation in areas of weakness. 


Interpretation of How Data Provides Evidence for Meeting Standards 


Data from the last three years indicated that the candidate pass rate for the Comprehensive Examination was 100%. This data provided evidence that candidates understood the content that had been presented to them during the course of their studies.   The exam focused on all ten of the CEC Standards.  Candidates demonstrated competency in the areas included in these standards by providing supportive information in their responses to the case study related questions.  Candidates had to thoroughly investigate the characters, circumstances, school settings, family relationships, and social emotional issues presented in the case study.  They referenced appropriate theories and theorists, indicated an understanding of gifted terminology and definitions, and related to issues of human diversity (Standard 1).  They discussed gifted characteristics of the students and identified how these characteristics were having a positive or a negative effect on the situations (Standard 2).  Specific references to individual characteristics unique to gifted students (Standard 3) and the ability to analyze the social interactions among teachers, students, and parents (Standard 5) was assessed and, for the most part, candidates were successful.  Candidates proposed sound and appropriate educational plans that indicated a knowledge of instructional strategies, assessment techniques, and planning models (Standards 4, 7, and 8).  References to professional and ethical issues demonstrated their understanding of  Standard 9.  Additionally, candidates analyzed area of collaboration among the various stakeholders in the case study.  They looked at the role of the parents, teachers, siblings, and friends and effectively analyzed their role in the issues presented in the case study (Standard 10). 


Attachment A: Comprehensive Exam Description 


Candidates are required to pass a Comprehensive Examination before they can graduate with a Master’s Degree in Curriculum and Instruction with a Concentration in Gifted. This exam is given either after candidates have completed all course requirements or during their last semester of coursework.  For candidates seeking gifted certification, the exam consists of three questions.  One question focuses on gifted-related competencies, one focuses on educational leadership, and one focuses on educational research.  The gifted questions are weighted as 50 percent of the exam and the other two questions are weighted as 25 percent each. 


Comprehensive Exam Questions


Leadership for Change (25%)


In order for a teacher to be characterized as a leader, s/he must be competent, credible, and approachable.  Explain the significance of:


A. What it means when a teacher is described as competent, credible, and approachable.


B. Provide detailed examples on how you are competent, credible, and approachable as a teacher.


Educational Research (25%)


You are a middle school teacher in a district with a large number of gifted identified students.  Your program for elementary schools is strong but the middle and high school programs are relatively weak.  Last year, you attended the National Association for Gifted Children (NAGC) annual conference.  While perusing the exhibits, you came across a newly developed standards-based comprehensive curriculum for middle school/high school students.   The program was designed to meet the needs of both regular education students and gifted students. You stopped to talked to the exhibitor and found out that the publishing company was looking for teachers to test the program.  Selected teachers would receive free sets of materials in exchange for developing a research study that would provide empirical data documenting the effectiveness of the program in improving achievement, motivation, and attitudes of gifted students.  When you approach your principal and superintendent about this opportunity, you are given the authority, should you choose, to conduct the research in whatever manner you deem appropriate.


Because of your background and location, you have decided to focus on middle schools to determine if the program enhances the achievement and attitudes of gifted students. The following data provides some information about the school district:


There are 6 middle schools in your district


Schools


 # of gifted students

Magnolia Middle School


22


Forrest Middle School



15


Hilltop Middle School


12


Pine Middle School


63


River View Middle School


14


Lake Middle School


25


YOUR TASK: Keeping all of the above information in mind,


     1. 
Provide a purpose statement for your study


     2. 
Identify the independent and dependent variables


     3. 
Identify the appropriate type of hypothesis based on the information provided in the scenario.


     4. 
Write an appropriate hypothesis


     5. 
Identify the type of comparative research that you will use for your study


     6.
Identify the research design that you will use for your study


     7. 
Identify the sampling technique to be used and provide a brief description of the anticipated sample.


     8.
Based on the design of your study, what type(s) of reliability and validity would be most relevant to your instrument.


     9.
Explain the procedures that will be used in conducting your study (*The procedures should correspond to your responses to #5-7 and provide sufficient information to support those responses).


Helpful Hint: There is no one way to carry out this research. You are attempting to demonstrate that you have the knowledge to conduct the research in a sound, logical way.


Gifted 


Upon reading the following case study, respond to the questions below using information provided in the case study and the knowledge you have gained from EDUC 648 – Characteristics of the Gifted Child, EDUC 649 – Methods and Materials for Teaching the Gifted, and EDUC 618 – Counseling the Gifted.


Characteristics of the Gifted Child


Given the case history of David X, (a) identify two cognitive and two affective characteristics displayed by David; (b) describe the needs related to both the cognitive and affective characteristics you have identified; and (c) discuss possible concomitant problems that may result from the cognitive and affective characteristics and needs you have identified. Support your response by using the information provided in the case study as well as your knowledge of the characteristics of gifted children.


Methods and Materials for Teaching the Gifted


David X is a new student to your classroom this semester.  You have read this case study as a part of his cumulative file. What type of educational/curricular programming would be best suited to David’s needs? Justify your response with what you know regarding appropriate, differentiated instructional methods for gifted students. Describe in detail three instructional strategies that you would employ to reach David and tap his potential. Be sure that your strategies address both David’s cognitive and affective characteristics and needs while planning for possible problems manifested by those characteristics and needs.


Counseling the Gifted


As related in the case study, both David and his parents have multiple issues to be addressed. (a) Identify and describe two social-emotional issues that David presents. Develop and detail two strategies that you could use in your gifted classroom to help David address and cope with these issues. Given the information in the case study, what possibilities may lie ahead for David if these social-emotional issues go unattended? (b) How would you, as David’s teacher of the gifted, begin to help his parents cope with their son’s giftedness and its unique characteristics? Detail a plan of action that you would put into play related to David’s parents and their lack of understanding of their son.  


The Case Study of David X


David X. is a gifted child. David is eleven years old and resides in an urban community in the southern United States. He is the eldest of three, and in seventh grade.  In many respects this boy and his accomplishments are “typically gifted”. He is from a middle-class background, and while underachieving for his potential, he has a good academic record. His school performance has particular importance because David lives in an area where academic excellence is highly valued. David is slightly above average is size and weight for his chronological age.  He is attractive, neat, and personable but has no physical attribute setting him apart from other healthy boys of his age.


Perhaps the most important characteristics he displays are not “in line” with attempts to define gifted behavior.  David has social problems, which have prevented him from maintaining adequate personal relationships with peers or adults.  He does not particularly enjoy the company of others, and is looked upon as a problem by his parents and teachers. David summarized his situation in the following terms, “People, just people, bug me. I like to be alone; only when I’m alone am I really happy.”


The Family


David’s parents are attractive people in their early forties.  At the present time the family is preparing to move from the city to a smaller town. This is one of many moves for David’s family. David’s father was in the Air Force for about five years, and in David’s years from two to six, the family changed living accommodations several times each year. Both parents work full time, but neither seems particularly pleased with the occupations.


Like many southerners of his age, David’s father is from a small farming community. He had a “brilliant” academic record in a small school and evidently had no problem becoming a leader in educational pursuits. In ninth grade, he was awarded the Governor’s Gold Medal for exemplary scores on his statewide-standardized tests. David’s father remembers “hiding” his superiority from his peers in order to retain the friendship of his schoolmates.  He feels if David were less open and honest, the boy might have fewer problems.


David’s father did not finish high school for financial reasons. After serving in the Air Force, he held a succession of jobs in the sales area without finding much satisfaction with much satisfaction in any of them. David’s father would like to be in a higher tax-bracket and still discusses finishing his high school diploma and attending post-secondary school.


David’s mother is attractive and personable. She shares the farm background and exceptional academic record of her husband. She is a high school graduate and is employed as a bookkeeper. She seems open and honest and admits having difficulty understanding David. Unlike her husband, she was very surprised to find David was above average in ability. She finds housekeeping dull and prefers life in the business world. She feels firm limits would decrease David’s problem behavior, “…teachers should make him sit down, shut up, and behave.  Tell him, ‘when I want to hear from you, I’ll rattle your chain.’ 


There have been problems within the marriage and the parents have sought marriage counseling. Both of David’s parents seem to be performing well below their potential in vocational, intellectual, and cultural pursuits. The family has not been able to set consistent standards with emotional support.


David has two siblings. His brother is three years younger. This second boy also has more than average ability, and he has much less trouble in finding adequate social outlets for his energies. David makes many demands on his brother but is antagonistic towards him. The youngest family member is a girl, eight years younger than David.  She is popular with all family members, although David feels she is “babied” or “spoiled.” Both parents report that the girl is the most academically talented child in the family.


Developmental History


One of interesting features of David’s case is the differing interpretation his parents place on developmental anecdotes. Both parents agree on the details of pre-school behavior, but their opinions or evaluations of this behavior are totally different and apparently not communicated to each other. David’s father sees David as a carbon copy of himself; David’s mother treats and expects David to be quite average.


David’s birth weight was eight pounds, nine ounces.  He was saying single words before his first birthday and walked two or three days after his first birthday.  He was the easiest of three children to toilet train.  He astounded and embarrassed his parents at eighteen months by phrasing the following question and asking a visiting relative, “Why don’t you go home?” By age two, he was conversing in sentences.  At three, David memorized a forty-stanza poem that had been read and reread to him.  His parents cannot remember a time when the boy was not interested in books.  David could print and do some reading before he started kindergarten at age five.


Both David’s parents noted David always appeared older than his chronological age in height, weight, and personality. The boy invariably preferred the company of older children, but had trouble making friends. “Athletics annoyed David because he could not impress in this area,” was the father’s perception of David’s earlier years.  The boy enjoyed kindergarten and the family was looking forward to the elementary years.


Educational History


Different people measure success in school in different ways. On achievement tests, teacher-made or standardized, David performed well on a comparative basis.  His report cards give evidence of academic superiority. The school system in the city has a well-recognized program for “more able learners.” Apparently family mobility prevented early discovery of David’s ability and placement in this program at the end of first grade.


School seemed threatening to David in spite of his good scholastic record. The family moved during his first grade year and an unhappy experience with neighbors made this an unfortunate year. David continued to associate with older children, but was involved in frequent altercations often involving both sets of parents.  That year and the next, David received low ratings on personality development, indicating some awareness of his difficulties by school personnel. The record shows strength in all subject areas except writing throughout the elementary grades, but there are numerous expressions of concern about social development and neatness.


Both parents were at parent-teacher conferences on several occasions, but do not recall having heard that David had exceptional ability. Both parents are critical of the school and claim that pupil personnel workers following referral during his fifth grade year misunderstood except David.


Home-school communication was as defective as that between the parents. An independent summary made by his teacher during his fifth grade year read as follows:


“A pupil with exceptional potential; has difficulty in establishing good relations with peer group; often appears to be inconsiderate of others; great concern about his status but has difficulty in coping with his problems.”


In February in his final year of elementary school, David was referred to the school psychologist.  The reason for the referral: “Unusual classroom attitude and the feeling of the school that the boy is very intelligent, but very disturbed.”


Psychological Profile


The first task of the school psychologist was to attempt to define and understand the problem. It was discovered that immediately prior to this referral David had written a very blunt and highly critical note to his teacher. The staff of the school noted the boy often appeared depressed.  Another note of his stated, “the world is a rotten atomic mess and will soon end in a pile of ashes.” David’s behavior was causing problems and he had been in the principal’s office many times for fighting and disruptive classroom behavior.  On one occasion David “beat up” a female classmate quite severely, apparently for outperforming him on a music assignment. At this time, David’s parents indicated to the school that David was driving a wedge between them as well as being “insanely jealous of his brother and sister.”


Faced with these problems, the school psychologist looked for strengths, which may be discernable in this situation. David was found to be exceptionally talented in both art and music. At ten years of age, David was composing melodies for the piano based on minor and chromatic harmonies. His particular interests in chemistry and physics were also discovered. The boy’s own feelings of inadequacy were confirmed, and his ability did not compensate for a defeated attitude, shown by comments such as, “I’m always wrong,” and “I’m not good at anything.” 


Standardized tests confirmed David’s gifted behavior. A group intelligence test administered in first grade yielded an IQ of 139. When given an individual intelligence test, WISC-IIIR, the following results were derived:



Verbal Scale IQ

148



Performance Scale IQ

142



Full Scale IQ


152


Perhaps more important than the scores was the psychologist’s impression that the scores were minimal, and the accomplishment effortless. David was unsatisfied with his performance, but produced little real concentration on areas with low meaning for him.


Following an achievement battery, which also indicated superior ability, the psychologist brought David’s parents into the picture. David’s mother was particularly surprised when informed about her son’s scholastic aptitude, “He’s exceptional – I never dreamed it!


The school psychologist’s diagnosis and advice following his interviews was as follows:


“It would appear that a complete review of David’s case is required immediately.


Presently he seems to be using his gifts to antagonize, yet he feels no real satisfaction in his achievements, and is completely lacking in personal acceptance; his emotional needs are unfulfilled and his great intellectual gifts are presently being dissipated.  An intensive period of re-education and adjustment in all areas of David’s environment will be required.”


Attachment B:  Scoring Guide Comprehensive Exam 


Following is the rubric used to assess the Comprehensive Exam.  The rubric delineates the elements that are scored and also includes the points allotted for each element.  There is a separate rubric for each of the three questions on the exam. 


 Comprehensive Examination

ID#____________
Rater:____________________
Points ____  


Scoring Criteria for ___Leadership for Change____________ Question


		Stardards

		

		Knowledge of content


4 points

		Depth and complexity of thought 


3 points



		1, 9

		Briefly explain what it means to be competent.


-   Examples




		

		



		1, 9

		Briefly explain what it means to be credible.


-   Examples




		

		



		1, 9

		Briefly explain what it means to be approachable.


-   Examples




		

		



		9

		Writing (organization, mechanics, flow of ideas) (4 points)




		



		

		Total Points:




		





Supporting comments:


 Comprehensive Examination

ID#____________
Rater:____________________
Points  ____  


Scoring Criteria for ___ Educational Research____________ Question


		Standards

		 

		Knowledge of content


1 point

		Depth and complexity of thought


1 point 



		8

		Purpose statement

		

		



		8

		Independent/dependent variables

		

		



		8

		Type of Hypothesis

		

		



		8

		Written hypothesis

		

		



		8

		Comparative research

		

		



		8

		Research design

		

		



		8

		Sampling technique

		

		



		8

		Description of sample

		

		



		8

		Relevant instrument reliability/validity

		

		



		8

		Study procedures

		

		



		9

		Writing (organization, mechanics, flow of ideas) (5 points)

		



		

		Total Points:




		





Supporting comments:


 Comprehensive Examination


ID#____________
Rater:____________________
Points  ____  


Scoring Criteria for __Gifted___________ Question


		Standards

		

		Knowledge of content


1 point

		Depth and complexity of thought


1 point 



		2

		Characteristics of the Gifted Child


Identify 2 cognitive  characteristics

		

		



		

		Identify 2 affective characteristics

		

		



		

		Describe needs for cognitive characteristics

		

		



		

		Describe needs for affective characteristics

		

		



		

		Discuss concomitant cognitive problems

		

		



		

		Discuss concomitant affective problems 

		

		



		

		Support from case study/knowledge base

		

		



		4, 7

		Methods/Materials for Gifted


Suitable programming

		

		



		

		Justification

		

		



		

		Detailed instructional Strategy 1

		

		



		

		Detailed instructional Strategy 2

		

		



		

		Detailed instructional Strategy 3

		

		



		

		Strategies address cognitive characteristics

		

		



		

		Strategies address affective characteristics

		

		



		3, 4, 5, 7, 10

		Counseling the Gifted

Identify two social-emotional issues 

		

		



		

		Describe two social-emotional issues 

		

		



		

		Develop strategy 1 to address issues

		

		



		

		Develop strategy 2 to address issues

		

		



		

		Detail strategy 1 to address issues

		

		



		

		Detail strategy 1 to address issues

		

		



		

		Possibilities for unattended issues

		

		



		

		Help parents cope

		

		



		

		Parental plan of action

		

		



		

		Writing (organization, mechanics, flow of ideas) (4 points)

		

		



		

		Total Points:

		

		





Supporting comments:


Attachment C: Data Comprehensive Exam 

The following data report indicates the number of candidates who took the Comprehensive Exam during the last three academic years, the number of candidates who passed: the exam, and also the number of candidates who passed the gifted portion or the exam. 


This data represents connections to Standards 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, and 10. 


Average Student Scores on Gifted portion of Comprehensive Exam


		Standards

		 

		Summer 2005 


Average Scores 


n=2 

		Fall  


2005 Average Scores 


n=2 

		Spring 2006 


Average Scores 


n=2 

		Summer 2006  


Average Scores 


n=4 

		Fall 2006 


Average Scores 


n=2 

		Average Score 


n=12 



		1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8

		Content Knowledge 


20 points 

		20 

		20 

		18 

		20 

		20 

		19.6 



		8, 9, 10

		Depth & Complexity of Thought 


20 points 

		20 

		20 

		17 

		20 

		18 

		18.6 



		9

		Writing (Organization, Mechanics, Flow of Ideas) 


10 points 

		10 

		10 

		10 

		10 

		10 

		10.0 



		

		Average Scores 


 

		50 

		50 

		45 

		50 

		48 

		48.2 
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Assessment 1


Assessment #2: Action Research Proposal 


Description of Assessment/Use in Program 


Candidates in EDUC 648 (Characteristics of the Gifted) develop and submit an Action Research Project Proposal. Candidates must develop a research question based on a demonstrated or perceived need in their own classroom.  Candidates who are not currently teaching must collaborate with a practicing teacher in the development of their question.  The guidelines for this project require candidates to peruse the research for related resources and then to use ideas gleaned from the research to design an Action Research Project that will allow them to pursue an answer to their research question.  The candidates implement this proposal in EDUC 649 (Methods and Materials). This data was collected during the Fall, 2006 semester and includes data from the 15 students enrolled in the EDUC 649 course.  (Standards 1, 3, 6, 8, 9, 10).

Alignment with Standards 


The Action Research Project provides a unique opportunity for candidates seeking gifted certification to demonstrate their competence in six of the CEC Standards.  Determining their research question requires that they understand giftedness and the unique needs of gifted students. They must understand both the cognitive and affective characteristics of their students and also the diversity issues that are often unique to the gifted population. Candidates have the opportunity to look at familial influences as well as the cultural implications of gifted identification.(Standard 3).  Researching the question requires that candidates peruse and analyze a variety of theories and models and that they understand key issues and trends in the field (Standard 1), and Assessment (Standard 8).  Candidates not only collaborate among themselves in the classroom as they develop this plan but are also encouraged to demonstrate the collaborative nature of their own classroom within their study (Standard 10).  As candidates consider the actual implementation, they must consider issues related to Learning Environments and Social Interactions (Standard 5) as well as Language and Communication (Standard 6).  Understanding the ramifications of classroom research and obtaining IRB approval speaks to Standard 9. 

Brief Analysis of Data 


Data indicated that candidates’ scores averaged 85 out of the 100 allotted points.  Further analysis revealed several specific areas of strength and of weakness and suggested areas where program changes might be indicated. Specific feedback relative to scoring categories is summarized below. 


• Rationale: (Average score 8.4/10) While some candidates did an excellent job in this area, there were some who limited their responses to the immediate problem they were experiencing in their classrooms.  They did not seem to connect to the “big picture” relative to why this question was legitimate in the field of gifted education. 


• Research: (Average Score 47.5/50).  Candidates, generally, chose and analyzed reliable research sources.  Weaknesses include the inability of some candidates to make specific connections to gifted students.  For example, candidates who were researching classroom organizational/management issues focused solely on research related to the field of classroom organizational/management.  They did not cite any sources that focused on unique organizational/management issues related to gifted students. 


• Plan:   (Average Score 15/20)“Big picture” plan ideas were generally sound.  Areas of weakness included a lack of sufficient details to analyze the plan’s effectiveness.  Candidates need to spend more time planning the implementation of their project. 


• Organization/Writing/APA Format:  (Average Score 14/20).  There was a wide variance in the writing abilities of candidates.  Some wrote very professionally; others exhibited a variety of problems including, for example, inability to organize their thoughts into a coherent flow and problems with parallel sentence structure.  Many candidates had problems using correct APA format. 


Interpretation of How Data Provides Evidence for Meeting Standards 


Candidates demonstrated that they had developed many competencies relative to Standard 1 (Foundations).  They understood the theories and principles in the field of gifted education and could relate to societal and cultural factors that contributed to the overall knowledge base.  They did, however, have problems connecting these principles and theories to the larger set of foundational knowledge in the educational arena.  Overall, candidates demonstrated an understanding of unique attributes relative to individual learning differences associated with being gifted  (Standard 3).   They did not provide enough information for one to assess their complete understanding of language or of the ability to assess (Standards  6 and 8).  Candidates did successfully collaborate, conduct themselves ethically, and exhibit professionalism (Standards 9 and 10). While this assessment instrument did provide some evidence about candidates’ competencies in all ten of the CEC Standards, detailed analysis revealed some areas for specific program improvements.  These program changes would allow candidates to become more effective action researchers, provide opportunities for them to reflect on their own practice, improve their ability to have a positive impact on the achievement of their students, and improve their writing.  Additionally, suggested program changes would allow university faculty to more accurately assess candidates’ abilities. These program change areas include, but are not limited to the following: 


• Provide more specific guidance in choosing and analyzing relevant research 


• Provide more “in-class” time for sharing and receiving feedback on the Action Research Proposal throughout the semester.  Structure additional opportunities for candidates to receive and provide peer feedback.  Emphasize the “gifted” connections. 


• Review and provide additional resources relative to APA format. 


Attachment A: Action Research Project Proposal  

EDUC 648; Fall 2006 

Description: 

Candidates should reflect on class discussions, text readings, and issues considered and then select an appropriate course-related specific question of interest that would be appropriate for an Action Research Project.   Candidates should then find and read research articles that will help them design a classroom experience that would provide an answer to their question.  The proposal should include: a “research” question, a rationale for choosing the question, a summary of the research, and an implementation plan (what could they do in a classroom that would “answer” their question?).   


Guidelines for Action Research Proposal: 

Research Question: What is your question?  What are you trying to find out?  Justify the importance of your question.  This will be your rationale for your choice.  Why is it important to you?  Why would it be important to your students?  Why might it be important to the field of gifted education?  (Standard 10) 


Research:  Read and analyze a minimum of 5 articles.  Articles should relate to the search for an answer to your question.  Prepare a synthesized summary of the research.  Synthesize the information …don’t just summarize each article.  You should reference the ideas in your articles with APA format. If you have paraphrased an idea, you should reference the name and date.  Any direct quotes should be put in quotation marks and you should also include the page number for the quote.  A reference list of all articles should be included.  Again, you need to use APA format.  (Standards 1, 10) 

Implementation Plan 


This part should detail what you are going to do to find out the answer to your question.    


• Connection to Research 


Be sure that you tie your plan into your research in some way.  You may have found some ideas in the research that led you to your plan.  Talk about those connections.  Or, you may not have found anything in the research that you think would work.  Talk about that.  You may have found something that worked with regular ed and now you want to adapt it to “fit” with a gifted class.  Talk about that.  In other words…how did the research lead you to this plan?  (Standard 1)  

• Overview of Plan 

When?  Where?  How?   


How many students?   


How long will this take?  


How will you assess whether or not this was successful?  This part is very important.  Be sure you address assessment.  You don’t have to actually construct the instruments at this point.  (Standards 3,  6,  8,  9, and 10) 

• To-Do List  


What do you need to develop/do in order to implement your plan?    


Do you need to develop a questionnaire?  survey?  worksheets?  integrated unit?  Just note that these will be developed.  You don’t have to actually develop them at this point. 


Do you need to get anyone’s permission?  (Standard 10) 

Attachment B: Scoring Guide Assessment #2: Action Research Project Proposal  


Following is a scoring rubric used to assess the Action Research Proposal.  The project is worth a total of 100 points.  The points allotted to each element are indicated in parenthesis next to each element.  Appropriate standards are also included with each element.  


Attachment B: Scoring rubric


		Gifted Action Research Proposal Rubric



		Dimensions

		Criteria



		Standards

		Novice            1

		Apprentice           2

		Proficient           3

		Distinguished            4

		Pts



		1, 3

		Rationale: Importance to field of gifted education

		Few relevant issues, concerns, problems, and curiosities related to the area of focus are incoherently and imprecisely articulated 

		Some relevant issues, concerns, problems, and curiosities related to the area of focus are generally and vaguely articulated 

		Most relevant issues, concerns, problems, and curiosities related to the area of focus are adequately and consistently articulated 

		All relevant issues, concerns, problems, and curiosities related to the area of focus are clearly and precisely articulated 

		



		1, 3

		Rationale: Definition and importance of  research question

		Research question is incoherently articulated and a marginally appropriate focus given time constraints imposed by working conditions and timeline  

		Research question is generally articulated and generally appropriate focus given time constraints imposed by working conditions and timeline 

		Research question is adequately articulated and an appropriate focus given time constraints imposed by working conditions and timeline 

		Research question is precisely articulated and represents an appropriate focus given constraints imposed by working conditions and timeline 




		



		1, 3

		Rationale: Personal importance and importance to students

		Insufficient reasons for the research interest appropriate for working conditions and background are confusingly stated 

		General reasons for the research interest appropriate for working conditions and background are vaguely stated 

		Adequate reasons for the research interest appropriate for working conditions and background are consistently stated 

		Specific reasons for the research interest appropriate for working conditions and background are clearly stated 




		



		1, 9

		Research: Question is clearly identified 

		Research question is incoherently articulated and a marginally appropriate focus given time constraints imposed by working conditions and timeline 

		Research question is generally articulated and generally appropriate focus given time constraints imposed by working conditions and timeline 

		Research question is adequately articulated and an appropriate focus given time constraints imposed by working conditions and timeline 

		Research question is precisely articulated and represents an appropriate focus given constraints imposed by working conditions and timeline 




		



		1, 9

		Research: Articles are relevant to question

		0 to 40% cited sources demonstrate a direct relationship to the research question 

		40% to 70% cited sources demonstrate a direct relationship to the research question 

		70% to 90% cited sources demonstrate a direct relationship to the research question 

		All cited sources clearly demonstrate a direct relationship to the research question 

		



		1, 9

		Research: Articles are from reputable source

		 0 to 40% cited articles are from reputable sources

		40% to 70% cited articles are from reputable sources

		70% to 90% cited articles are from reputable sources

		All cited articles are clearly from reputable sources

		



		1, 9

		Research: articles from a variety of sources

		 0 to 40% cited articles are from a variety of sources




		40% to 70% cited articles are from a variety of sources

		70% to 90% cited articles are from a variety of sources

		All cited articles are clearly from a variety of sources

		



		3,  6

		Implementation:  Clearly Detailed: Description of participants

		Participants are incompletely described by number, age (if appropriate), grade, and role 

		Participants are generally described by number, age (if appropriate), grade, and role 

		Participants are adequately described by number, age (if appropriate), grade, and role 

		Participants are accurately described by number, age (if appropriate), grade, role, etc. 

		



		3,  6

		Implementation: Clearly Detailed: Description of intervention

		Action (intervention) is described substantially in an incomplete or fragmentary manner 

		Action (intervention) is described substantially in generalities 

		Action (intervention) is described in adequate detail including time line (visual, e.g., table), specific detail (descriptive writing) allows the reader to visualize the intervention 

		Action (intervention) is described in precise detail including time line (visual, e.g., table), specific detail (descriptive writing) allows the reader to visualize the intervention 

		



		3,  6

		Implementation: Clearly Detailed: Description of the school site

		School site is described substantially in an incomplete or fragmentary manner 

		School site is described substantially in generalities 

		School and intervention site is described in adequate detail, specific detail (descriptive writing) allows the reader to visualize the setting/context.

		School and intervention site is described in precise detail, specific detail (descriptive writing) allows the reader to visualize the setting/context. 

		



		3,  6

		Implementation: Clearly Detailed: Description of sequence of events/To do list

		The intervention and sequence of events are described substantially in an incomplete or fragmentary manner 




		The intervention and sequence of events are described substantially in generalities 

		The intervention and sequence of events are described in adequate detail, specific detail (descriptive writing) allows the reader to visualize the actions

		The intervention and sequence of events are described in precise detail, specific detail (descriptive writing) allows the reader to visualize the actions 

		



		3,  6

		Implementation Explanation of action choices

		Explanation of choices of interventions adopted and connected to standards are described substantially in an incomplete, imprecise or fragmentary manner 

		Adequate explanation of choices of interventions adopted and connected to standards 




		Effective explanation of choices of interventions adopted and connected to standards 




		Precise explanation of choices of interventions adopted and connected to standards 




		



		3,  6

		Implementation: Appropriate for Gifted/connected to research

		Explanation of choices of interventions appropriate for Gifted and connected to research base substantially in an incomplete, imprecise or fragmentary manner 

		Adequate explanation of choices of interventions appropriate for Gifted and connected to research base.

		Effective explanation of choices of interventions appropriate for Gifted and connected to research base.

		Precise explanation of choices of interventions a appropriate for Gifted and connected to research base.

		



		3,  6

		APA and writing conventions (mechanics)

		Many errors in APA style, grammar, punctuation are present; simple and repetitive sentence structure and length; simple (non-descriptive) language (thin description) 

		Few errors in APA style, grammar, and punctuation are present; sentence structure and length are meager; tentative use of descriptive language 

		Some errors in APA style, grammar, and punctuation are present; sentence structure and length are adequate; sufficient use of descriptive language 

		Few, if any, errors in APA style and all conventions of grammar, punctuation, etc present; wide variety of sentence structure and length; rich language (thick description) 

		



		

		Total Points (Pts)

		





		Gifted Action Research Reflection Rubric



		Dimensions

		Criteria



		Standards

		Novice            1

		Apprentice           2

		Proficient           3

		Distinguished            4

		Pts



		1, 8, 9, 10

		Reflection: Describe consequences for myself and values




		Inadequately describes consequences for myself and values 

		Generally describes consequences for myself and values 

		Adequately describes consequences for myself and values.

		Specifically and thoroughly describes consequences for myself and values 

		



		1, 8, 9, 10

		Reflection: Describe consequences for students

		Inadequately describes consequences for the students 

		Generally describes consequences for the students 

		Adequately describes consequences for the students 

		Specifically and thoroughly describes consequences for the students 




		



		1, 8, 9, 10

		Reflection: Describe consequences for the situation (e.g., classroom)

		Inadequately describes consequences for the situation (e.g., classroom) 

		Generally describes consequences for the situation (e.g., classroom) 

		Adequately describes consequences for the situation (e.g., classroom) 

		Specifically and thoroughly describes consequences for the situation (e.g., classroom) 




		



		1, 8, 9, 10

		Reflection: Describe implications for practice

		Inadequately describes implications for practice 

		Generally describes implications for practice 




		Adequately describes implications for practice 




		Specifically and thoroughly describes implications for teaching practice 




		



		1, 8, 9, 10

		Reflection: Describe relationship between doing action research and becoming a scholar of my own teaching

		Inadequately describes relationship between doing action research and becoming a scholar of my own teaching 

		Generally describes relationship between doing action research and becoming a scholar of my own teaching 




		Adequately describes relationship between doing action research and becoming a scholar of my own teaching 

		Specifically and thoroughly describes relationship between doing action research and becoming a scholar of my own teaching 




		



		1, 8, 9, 10

		Reflection: Lists several specific insightful questions that have developed based on this experience and how they might be addressed

		Lists none to few general questions that have developed based on this experience and perfunctorily comments on how they might be addressed

		Lists general questions that have developed based on this experience and vaguely comments on how they might be addressed 

		Lists several (3-5) questions that have developed based on this experience and adequately comments on how they might be addressed 

		Lists several (3-5) specific insightful questions that have developed based on this experience and precisely comments on how they might be addressed 




		



		1, 8, 9, 10

		APA and writing conventions (mechanics)

		Many errors in APA style, grammar, punctuation are present; simple and repetitive sentence structure and length; simple (non-descriptive) language (thin description) 

		Few errors in APA style, grammar, and punctuation are present; sentence structure and length are meager; tentative use of descriptive language 

		Some errors in APA style, grammar, and punctuation are present; sentence structure and length are adequate; sufficient use of descriptive language 

		Few, if any, errors in APA style and all conventions of grammar, punctuation, etc present; wide variety of sentence structure and length; rich language (thick description) 




		



		

		Total Points (Pts)

		





Attachment C: Data for Action Research Proposal & Reflection

EDUC 648, Fall 2006 


The following table includes information about data attained using the scoring rubric for the Action Research Proposal and Reflection.  Data is broken down according to each assessed element.  Points possible and average student scores are included. Data was gathered  from 15 candidates enrolled in EDUC 648 during the Fall, 2006 semester. 


		Standards

		n= 15 

		Points Possible 

		Average Student Score 



		1,3

		Rationale 

		10 

		8.4 



		1,9

		Research 

		50 

		47.5 



		3,6

		Implementation Plan 

		20 

		15 



		1, 8, 9, 10

		Reflection 

		5

		4.65



		9

		Organization/Writing/APA Format 

		15 

		14.4 



		

		Total Number of Points 

		100 

		85 
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Assessment 2


Assessment #3: Parallel Curriculum Unit 

Brief Description of Assessment and Use in Program 


Candidates in EDUC 649 (Methods and Materials for Teaching the Gifted) are required to write an interdisciplinary unit that incorporates some of the Parallels emphasized in the Parallel Curriculum Model (PCM).  These parallels include: 1) Core Knowledge, 2) The Parallel of Practice; 3) The Parallel of Connections; and 4) The Parallel of Identity.  Candidates are encouraged to include tenets of other curriculum models in their plan but are expected to also explore the parallels included in the PCM.  Candidates are then required to teach some of the lessons included in their unit to either their own class of students or a “borrowed” class of students and to assess the effectiveness of their efforts. Selected classrooms must include some gifted students.  The effectiveness of these lessons and the reflections of the candidates about their success were scored on a different rubric.  That data is not included in this analysis. 


 This data was collected during the Fall, 2006 semester and includes data from the 15 students enrolled in the EDUC 649 course.  (Standards 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, and 10).

Alignment Between Assessment and Standards 


The development of the PCM unit provides an opportunity for candidates to demonstrate their competency in a variety of CEC Standards.  Most notably, they will have to provide evidence that they know and understand gifted students (Standards 2 and 3) and that they can plan, implement, and assess the effectiveness of a unit of study that emphasizes differentiation of instruction for a unique population of gifted students (Standards 4, 5, 7, and 8).  Candidates will demonstrate their understanding of collaboration by providing and receiving feedback from fellow classmates during the preparation of this unit and by including evidences of collaboration in their PCM lesson plans. (Standard 10). 


Brief Analysis of Data Findings 


Candidates’ PCM units were evaluated using a rubric that was based on required unit components.  Data analysis indicated that candidates’ scores averaged 83 out of the allotted 100 points.  Further analysis revealed several specific areas of strength and of weakness and suggested areas where program changes might be indicated.  Specific feedback relative to scoring categories is summarized below. 


• Rationale: (Average Score 5/5).  Candidates appeared to understand the importance of their units and could document this in an appropriate Rationale statement. 


• Parallels: (Average Score 8/10).  Some candidates lacked understanding of  the meaning or importance of the Parallels as presented in the PCM or did not demonstrate their ability to appropriately infuse these parallels into the unit they developed. 


• Essential Questions: (Average Score 11/15).  Candidates were required to look at the “big picture” and identify some enduring understandings or critical concepts.  Some of the candidates could not look beyond the more traditional behavioral objectives often emphasized in schools. 


• Skills: (Average Score 15/15).  Candidates successfully identified appropriate skills and strategies that were important for their students to master. 


• Assessments: (Average Score 15/15).  Candidates successfully identified appropriate assessment measures to determine students’ understanding of the concepts presented to them. 


• Procedures: (Average Score 15/15).  Candidates successfully detailed appropriate procedures and organized the pieces of their lesson into a meaningful whole. 


• Use of Resources/Materials: (Average Score 10/10).  Candidates identified a wealth of appropriate resources/materials and infused these resources into their planned lessons so that student learning was enhanced. 


• Mechanics and Language Usage: (Average Score 9.6/10).  Candidates, for the most part, were aware of correct grammar and language usage.  There were a few problems with mechanical errors.  There were no definitive patterns to mistakes noted. 


Interpretation of How Data Provides Evidence for Meeting Standards 


Candidates proved their ability to plan a unit of study designed to meet the unique needs of gifted students.  Unit narratives indicated that they understood the students with whom they would be working and that they were able to plan appropriate differentiated instruction (Standards 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, and 8).  Candidates were adept at the more traditional ways to conceptualize a unit of study.  Problems occurred, however, when they tried to switch to an alternative planning model and to begin to gain a more holistic  view of essential questions and connections to some of life’s more complex concepts. (Standards 4, 7, and 8).  Candidates successfully collaborated with their colleagues and the faculty member teaching the course and provided opportunities for their own students to collaborate throughout the PCM unit (Standard 10). 

Data analysis revealed that increased attention to the following areas might result in program improvement: 


• More time to study a variety of curriculum models and opportunities to explore the similarities and differences among the models 


• A greater emphasis on essential understandings, the importance of complex concepts, and the impact of units of study on the lifelong learning of students.    


Attachment A: Description of Assignment Parallel Curriculum Model (PCM)Unit  

EDUC 649, Spring 2006 


You will design an interdisciplinary unit appropriate for gifted students.  If you are currently teaching in a gifted classroom, design the unit for your own students.  If you are currently teaching in a regular education classroom, design the unit for those students in your classroom who may have been demonstrating potentially gifted behaviors.  If you are not currently teaching, use some of the information you have learned about gifted students and design a unit that you think would be appropriate for gifted students.  Later in the semester, you will create lesson plans and will be expected to teach this unit to a class of students. 


Your unit should incorporate at least two of the Parallels that are part of the Parallel Curriculum Model we have been studying.   Try to incorporate the Parallels in a meaningful and authentic way.   


Your unit should include the following components:   


• A Rationale:  Why is this unit topic important?  (Standard 2) 


• Parallel Connections:  What Parallels will you incorporate?  Why are these Parallels particularly appropriate to this topic?  The parallels should be synthesized throughout the unit. (Standards 4, 10) 


• What provisions have you made for differentiation?  What does this specific population of students need?  (Standard 3) 

• Essential Questions:  These are the big concepts that will make the connections to appropriate standards (Standards 4, 7, 10) 


• Skills:  What skills will be introduced/mastered?  How are these skills appropriate for your population of students?  (Standards 4, 7) 

• Assessments:  How will you know that the students “got it”?  You should have a variety of assessments, not just paper and pencil tests.  Be sure to include scoring rubrics. (Standard 8) 

• Procedures:  What will you do?  You will need to be specific and logical. (Standards 4, 7) 


• Resources/Materials: What resources/materials will you use and how will you use them? (Standards 4, 7) 


Mechanics and language usage is important.  Your unit should be well-written, organized, and free of mechanical errors.  


Attachment B: Scoring Guide Parallel Curriculum Model Unit Assessment Rubric 

 EDUC 648, Fall 2006 

 The rubric on the following page was used to collect assessment data about the Parallel Curriculum Model (PCM) units developed by candidates. 


Parallel Curriculum Unit Rubric 

		Criteria

		Meets Expectations


3

		Below Expectations


2

		Poor


1



		Rationale 


(Standard 2) 

		Precisely stated purpose with relevant supporting arguments; identifies reasons why design is selected. 

		Purpose stated. 

		Vague statements of purpose. 



		Parallels 

(Standards 4, 10) 

		Meaningful and effective connections to appropriate parallels; parallels synthesized throughout unit. 

		Explores connections to parallels. 

		Limited or forced connections to parallels. 



		Differentiation 

(Standard 3) 

		Appropriate differentiation 

		Some efforts to differentiate. 

		Differentiation unclear. 



		Essential Questions 

(Standards 4, 7, 10) 

		Highlight conceptual priorities; enable smooth transitions highly relevant to title/focus; embrace appropriate standards; fulfill outcomes. 

		Clear to students; sequenced; enable transitions among questions; related to unit title/focus; include some standards; address some expected outcomes. 

		Elicit limited responses; unevenly exhibit transitions between questions; vaguely relevant to title/focus; do not make standards clear; leave outcomes too vague to be attainable. 



		Skills 

(Standards 4, 7) 

		Presented as precise, clear, and matched to needs of population; address essential questions; matched to standards throughout; written as descriptive verbs with specific techniques; variety of producer and consumer activities. 

		General skills identified; partially target population; address most essential questions; some attempt at matching standards; written as action verbs; some variety of activities. 

		Not appropriate for target population; unrelated to essential questions; identified but not matched to standards; written as verbs; limited variety of activities. 



		Assessments 

(Standards 8) 

		Correlated to essential questions and specific skills; age-appropriate activities; a range of engaging activities that match learning styles; relevant to the goals and purpose of the unit. 

		Most activities directly correlated to essential questions and specific skills; inconsistent match with developmental level of the students; relevant to the goals of the unit. 

		Inconsistent correlation to essential questions and skills; not age-appropriate; tasks not relevant to students or to the goals of the unit. 



		Procedures 

(Standards 4, 7) 

		Classroom activities target skills; assessments clearly linked to essential questions; follow a clear and logical sequence. 

		Classroom activities clearly connected to essential questions but lack connection to skills and assessments; inconsistent focus. 

		Classroom activities strongly connected to skills and assessments but not relevant to essential questions; lack of flow from activity to activity. 



		Use of resources and materials 

(Standards 4, 7) 

		Range of engaging and appropriate print, human, and technology resources to enhance the unit. 

		Evidence of appropriate resources to fulfill outcomes. 

		Limited use of resources. 



		Mechanics and language usage 

(Standards 4, 7) 

		Unit presented in a clear, consistent, format; error free. 

		Unit presented in a format; few errors. 

		Unit presented in a cumbersome, unclear format; scattered mechanical errors. 





* Adapted from Dr. Heidi Hayes Jacobs © 2000 


Attachment C: Parallel Curriculum Unit 

Each of the fifteen students enrolled in EDUC 649 during the Spring 2006 semester developed a Parallel Curriculum Unit.  Following is the chart that was used to organize data collected from those units, using the Assessment rubric.  The goal behavior is listed in the middle of the chart and the number of students who scored at each of the levels on Rubric (See Attachment B) is indicated.  Also included is the average number of points achieved for each of the identified elements.  Elements are coded to standards.. 


Parallel Curriculum Data Chart 

		Unit Elements 

		Goal 

		Rubric Levels 

		# of students at each rubric level 

		Average total points 



		Rationale 

(Standard 2)  

		Precisely stated purpose with relevant supporting arguments; identifies reasons why design is selected.  

		3 


2 


1 

		15 


0 


0 


 

		5/5 



		Parallels  


(Standards 4, 10) 

		Meaningful and effective connections to appropriate parallels; parallels synthesized throughout unit.  

		3 


2 


1 

		10 


0 


5 


 

		8/10 



		Differentiation 

(Standard 3)  

		Appropriate differentiation  

		3 


2 


1 

		15 


0 


0 


 

		5/5 



		Essential questions 

(Standards 4, 7, 10) 

		Highlight conceptual priorities; enable smooth transitions highly relevant to title/focus; embrace appropriate standards; fulfill outcomes.  

		3 


2 


1 

		10 


4 


1 


 

		11/15 



		Skills  


(Standards 4, 7) 

		Presented as precise, clear, and matched to needs of population; address essential questions; matched to standards throughout; written as descriptive verbs with specific techniques; variety of producer and consumer activities. 

		3 


2 


1 

		15 


0 


0 


 

		15/15 



		Assessments  


(Standard 8) 

		Correlated to essential questions and specific skills; age-appropriate activities; a range of engaging activities that match learning styles; relevant to the goals and purpose of the unit.  

		3 


2 


1 

		15 


0 


0 


 

		15/15 



		Procedures  


(Standards 4, 7) 

		Classroom activities target skills; assessments clearly linked to essential questions; follow a clear and logical sequence.  

		3 


2 


1 

		15 


0 


0 


 

		15/15 



		Use of resources and materials  


(Standards 4, 7) 

		Range of engaging and appropriate print, human, and technology resources to enhance the unit.  

		3 


2 


1 

		15 


0 


0 


 

		19/20 



		Mechanics and language usage  


(Standards 4, 7) 

		Unit presented in a clear, consistent format; error free.  

		3 


2 


1 

		14 


0 


1 


 

		9.6/10 



		 

		 

		 

		n=15 

		83/100 


Average Score 





Rubric Levels: 3 Meets Expectations; 2 Below Expectations; 1 Poor  
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Assessment 3


Assessment 4: Practicum Observation 


Description of Assessment/Use in Program 


The data included in this section was collected from the 12 candidates enrolled in EDUC 646: Laboratory Practicum in Teaching the Gifted Child during the Summer, 2006 semester.  This practicum is considered a capstone experience where candidates seeking add-on gifted certification along with their master’s degree in curriculum and instruction have the opportunity to demonstrate the competencies and new knowledge gained throughout their course of study relative to teaching gifted students.  There is no student teaching or other capstone clinical experience component attached to this program.   


Students participating in this practicum experience were recruited from surrounding districts and had to be either gifted identified or recommended by a teacher as a potentially gifted/very high achieving student.  This practicum experience, which included students in Grades 1-8, lasted for 15 days and was designed in modules. Students were grouped according to age/grade levels and rotated through the modules.  Information about the effectiveness of the candidates’ teaching abilities and their adeptness at differentiating instruction was collected through an Observation Rubric (included as Attachment B).  (Standards 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10).

Alignment with Standards 


This practicum experience provided an opportunity for instructors to assess candidates’ teaching abilities within an authentic context and also an opportunity for candidates to demonstrate their competency in a variety of areas included in CEC National Standards. Candidates had to assess the needs and interests of their students and then plan and implement appropriate learning experiences (Standards 2, 3, 4 and 7).  They were required to demonstrate a variety of instructional strategies appropriate for gifted students (Standard 4).   Candidates worked as a collaborative team as they divided responsibilities, assigned duties, and worked with teaching partners (Standard 10). Additionally, they had to consider the social climate, diversity issues, and social interactions that would be a part of this summer experience and consider appropriate ways of dealing with any issues that might arise (Standard 5, 6 and 10).  


Brief Analysis of Data 


Data indicates that candidates’ teaching performances during this practicum experience were well above expectations.  An average of 77% of the 12 candidates enrolled in this course scored in the Exemplary Categories, and an average of 23% were rated in the Satisfactory categories.  No candidate scored in the Weak Category in any of the focus areas.  The lowest percentages in the Exemplary Category were in the following focus areas:  Recognizes  and Plans for Individual Differences (67%), Utilizes Appropriate Questioning Techniques (58%), Demonstrates Appropriate Affective Teacher Qualities (67%), Designs Appropriate Learning Environments (67%), and Provides Meaningful and Appropriate Feedback (58%).  Candidates were provided with specific feedback about teaching performance and, when warranted, were given extra instruction or coaching in teaching strategies/techniques. Overall, the scores of candidates were positive, with no one classified as Weak in any area. 


Interpretation of How Data Provides Evidence for Meeting Standards 


Candidates, in collaboration with the faculty instructor, planned the entire summer experience.  They collaborated on teaching modules, determined knowledge and skills that should be included, and divided teaching responsibilities and assignments (Standard 10).  This planning process included a focus on aspects of diversity, and best practices (Standard 10).  Candidates planned and implemented effective lessons based on perceived and assessed student needs and grounded in best practices.   They individualized and differentiated their lessons to meet the needs of the gifted students enrolled in the practicum (Standards 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7). The Practicum Candidate Assessment/Observation Rubric indicates that students were very successful in both planning for and interacting with gifted students. 


Attachment A: Description of Assignment Classroom Observation 

Description of Assignment 


Candidates are required to plan and teach theme-based lessons to a group of culturally diverse identified and/or potentially gifted students.  They are to assess the needs and interests of these students and then plan and implement appropriate learning experiences.  They are required to demonstrate a variety of instructional strategies appropriate for gifted students.   Candidates will be grouped into teams.  Teams are to divide responsibilities and duties and to work collaboratively with teaching partners, the instructor, and other classmates.  Candidates are asked to consider the social climate, diversity issues, and social interactions that will be a part of this summer experience and to consider appropriate ways of dealing with any issues that might arise.  Candidates will be observed at various times throughout the semester.  The observation instrument will be the Practicum Observation Instrument (Attachment A).  Candidates will receive both individual and group feedback. 


Attachment B: Scoring Guide 

Following is the rubric used to assess practicum candidates who were teaching in the summer gifted program.  Focus areas have been identified based on what research says is best practice for teachers of gifted students.  Qualitative data about teaching performance was noted during observation and this data was used to make assessment decisions. 


PRACTICUM CANDIDATE ASSESSMENT/OBSERVATION FORM 

		Focus Area 

		Qualitative Data 

		Assessment 



		Curriculum is meaningful, differentiated, child-centered 


(Standards  4, 7) 

		 

		Weak 

Satisfactory 

Exemplary 



		Planning is appropriate and flexible; organized flow to lesson (Standards 4, 7, 10) 

		 

		Weak 

Satisfactory 

Exemplary 



		Recognizes and plans for individual differences 

(Standards 2, 3, 6) 

 

		 

		Weak 

Satisfactory 

Exemplary 



		Uses a variety of strategies 

(Standards 4, 7) 

		 

		Weak 

Satisfactory 

Exemplary 



		Utilizes appropriate questioning techniques 

(Standards 4, 7) 

		 

		Weak 

Satisfactory 

Exemplary 



		Instruction is differentiated 

(Standards 2, 3, 4, 6,7)  

		 

		Weak 

Satisfactory 

Exemplary 



		Encourages critical/advanced thinking 

(Standards 2, 3, 4, 5) 

		 

		Weak 

Satisfactory 

Exemplary 



		Encourages creative thinking/problem solving 

(Standards 2, 3, 4, 5) 

		 

		Weak 

Satisfactory 

Exemplary 



		Encourages independent thinking 

(Standards 2, 3, 4, 5) 

		 

		Weak 

Satisfactory 

Exemplary 



		 Demonstrates understanding of the definition and educational implications of giftedness 

(Standards 2, 3, 5) 

		 

		 Weak 

Satisfactory 

Exemplary 



		Appropriate affective qualities of teacher 


(Standards 2, 3, 5) 

		 

		Weak 

Satisfactory 

Exemplary 



		Appropriate learning environment 

(Standard 3) 

		 

		Weak 

Satisfactory 

Exemplary 



		Teacher gives meaningful and appropriate feedback 

(Standards 2, 3) 

		 

		Weak 

Satisfactory 

Exemplary 



		Students are responsible for their own learning 


(Standard 2) 


 

		 

		Weak 

Satisfactory 

Exemplary 





 Attachment C: Data 

EDUC 646, Summer 2006 

The following table reveals results of structured observations of the teaching of practicum students in EDUC 646 during the summer of 2006.   Focus areas are coded to standards. 


 PRACTICUM CANDIDATE ASSESSMENT/OBSERVATION FORM 

		Focus Area 

 

		Sample Qualitative Data Comments 

		Number of candidates who scored Satisfactory 

		Number of candidates who scored Exemplary 



		Curriculum is meaningful, differentiated, child-centered 


(Standards  4, 7) 

		Meaningful curriculum; Targeted to gifted needs; Child-Centered;  Good balance of skills/strategies and enrichment;  Focused on essential understandings 


 Needs more of a focus; Skills not appropriately integrated; Needs more balance  

		2 

		10 



		Planning is appropriate and flexible; organized flow to lesson 


(Standards 4, 7, 10) 

		Entire unit well planned; Organized; Focused but flexible; Important areas emphasized;  Lessons are excellent; Meaningful connections 


 Plans are too rigid, no allowance for flexibility; Plans are too sketchy, need more detail 

		8 

		7 



		Recognizes and plans for individual differences 

(Standards 2, 3, 6) 

 

		Understands needs and abilities of students; True understanding of differentiation; Really understands giftedness; Effective assessment and adjustment of lessons 


Lessons are the same for all students 

		4 

		8 



		Uses a variety of strategies 

(Standards 4, 7) 

		Focus on critical analysis and reflection; constructivist perspective; makes students responsible for their own learning; varied strategies 


 Too much focus on lower level skills; doesn’t indicate understanding of what gifted students need 

		1 

		11 



		Utilizes appropriate questioning techniques 

(Standards 4, 7) 

		Lots of good questions; appropriate phrasing; good wait time 


 Need to give students more time to answer; let them ask their own questions sometimes 

		5 

		7 



		Instruction is differentiated 

(Standards 2, 3, 4, 6,7) 

		Flexible; In tune with what gifted students need; Willing to change directions when necessary; Understands when and how to differentiate. 


Not picking up on cues from students; Some student needs are not being addressed 

		2 

		10 



		 Encourages ritical/advanced thinking 

(Standards 2, 3, 4, 5) 

		 Varied opportunities for critical thinking; Students are being asked to think independently; Many appropriate opportunities for students to construct their own knowledge.  


Don’t answer your own questions; Give the students more time; Teach them the process of analysis 

		2 

		10 



		 Encourages creative thinking/problem solving 

(Standards 2, 3, 4, 5) 

		Provides opportunities for students to create unique products; encourages risk-free environment; is open and flexible in assessment of student products; provides appropriate feedback. 


 Provide lessons that encourage imagination and encourage risk-taking; encourage students to create 

		2 

		10 



		Encourages independent thinking 

(Standards 2, 3, 4, 5) 

		Makes students responsible for their own learning; encourages self-assessment; asks good questions that encourage thinking. 


 Feedback is too quick and too specific…let them figure it out for themselves. 

		1 

		11 



		Demonstrates understanding of the definition and educational implications of giftedness 

 

		Recognizes the unique characteristics of gifted kids; Can identify potentially gifted behaviors in non-traditional or underachieving students 


 Too focused on traditional stereotypes of gifted students 

		3 

		9 



		Appropriate affective qualities of teacher 


(Standards 2, 3, 5) 

		Open; Flexible; Creative; Non-judgmental; Knowledgeable 


 Rigid 

		4 

		8 



		Appropriate learning environment 

(Standard 3) 

 

		Risk-free environment; Open and flexible; Designed around assessed needs 


 Needs more focus; Students need to know expectations 

		4 

		8 



		Teacher gives meaningful and appropriate feedback 

(Standards 2, 3) 

		Good, specific feedback; Ability to give negative feedback in a positive way 


 Provides too much immediate feedback…let them figure it out for themselves sometimes; Doesn’t provide enough feedback 

		5 

		7 



		Students are responsible for their own learning 


(Standard 2) 

		Many opportunities for students to construct their own knowledge base; Good at scaffolding instruction and gradually releasing students to become independent and responsible 


 Too teacher-focused 

		1 




		11 
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Assessment 4


Assessment # 5: “What It Means To Be Gifted” Teaching Assignment 

Description of Assessment/Use in Program 


Data included in this section was collected during the Fall, 2006 semester from 20 candidates enrolled in EDUC 618 (Counseling the Gifted). This course focuses on social-emotional needs of gifted students.  Candidates were required to design and implement a lesson that would allow gifted and/or regular education students to confront and deal with some of these social-emotional issues. Candidates then had to reflectively assess the effectiveness of their efforts in better meeting the needs of the involved students and also in increasing their own knowledge base.  For this part of the assignment, candidates had to:  1) reflect on the clarity and accuracy of their lesson, 2) analyze the degree to which student learning was aligned with their learning goals, 3) interpret any data that they collected, and 4) offer some evidence of the impact  their lesson had on student learning. 


Alignment with Standards 


This teaching assignment allows candidates to demonstrate their competence in a variety of CEC Standards.  They must recognize issues of diversity and understand the impact that this diversity has on families, schools, and cultures (Standard 1).  They must analyze the unique characteristics of gifted learners and understand the effect these differences might have in a variety of social environments (Standards 2, 3, and 5). Additionally, they must plan a lesson that will demonstrate their ability to address these social-emotional issues with both gifted and regular education students and be able to assess the effects of their efforts (Standards 4, 7, 8).   


Brief Analysis of Data 


Candidates were assessed on two different levels.  First, the lesson plan was evaluated using the “What It Means to be Gifted” Lesson Plan Rubric.  This part of the Assignment was worth a total of 30 points.  The average total student score was 26.  Data indicates that candidates scored an average of 6.0/6.0 on both the Rationale section and the Materials/Resources sections.  This means that all candidates received full credit. The Materials/Resources section shared the highest degree of similarity with a traditional lesson plan. The lowest scores were obtained on the Learning Goals (4.6/6.0) and Assessment (4.7/6.0) sections. Candidates were asked to look at learning goals and assessment procedures through a different lens.  For many of these candidates, this was the first time that they had ever been asked to design a lesson that focused solely on affective elements.  This could be a contributing factor to these low scores.   


The Analysis of Student Learning Data Rubric was used to assess the ability of the candidates to assess: their own learning, the success of the lesson, and the impact that their lesson had on student learning.  Data was analyzed in the following areas: 1 Clarity and accuracy of presentation; 2)Alignment with learning goals; 3)Interpretation of data; and 4)Evidence of impact on student learning.  A score of 1 means that the indicator was not met, a score of 2 means that the indicator was partially met, and a score of 3 means that the indicator was met.  Data analysis showed that candidates did an adequate job of this reflective assignment.  This was the first time most of them had been asked to analyze a lesson in this way and they struggled with it.  The average score was 2.24.  Eight candidates scored a 3 in Clarity and Accuracy of Presentation; nine students scored a 3 in Alignment with Learning Goals; six candidates scored a 3 in Interpretation of  Data, and seven students scored a 3 in Evidence of Impact on Student Learning.. Only five students scored a 3 in all categories. 


Students obviously had a much easier time with planning and delivering the lesson than they did with the reflective component.  Data analysis reveals a need for teaching candidates a process for reflection and for modeling effective reflection. 


Interpretation of How Data Provides Evidence for Meeting Standards 


Candidates demonstrated that they had developed many competencies relative to their understanding of gifted learners.  They had to assess and analyze social-emotional related issues and also the characteristics and needs of gifted students in order to plan and implement an effective lesson.   They designed lessons that addressed the identified needs demonstrating their knowledge of appropriate strategies.  They used these lessons to improve the learning environments of their classrooms or the classrooms in which they were working (Standards 2, 3,  4, 5, 7).   They then had to analyze the lesson and reflect on the impact that they had on student learning.  This part addressed Standards 2, 3, and 8. 


Attachment A:  “What It Means to be Gifted” Teaching Assignment 

 Description of Assignment 


Choose a group of students (can be your own class).  This should be either a class of gifted students or a class that has some gifted students as part of its population.  Reflect on our class discussions and readings and choose an issue that might: a) cause these gifted students to not “fit in”, b) cause conflict and anxiety as they deal with other students, or c) help them to develop their own positive self-image. Be sure that you focus on some of the social emotional issues that gifted children face.   


You should submit a lesson plan and also a one page reflection about this experience. 


The lesson plan should include: a) a rationale for teaching this lesson, b)clearly identified learning goals (based on observed or identified needs), c) materials and/or resources, d) procedures, and e) assessment; how will you know if your lesson has made a difference? 


The reflection should be an analysis of how effective the lesson was.  You should focus on: a) the clarity and accuracy of your presentation, b) the effectiveness of the alignment of your identified learning goals with the actual lesson, c) an interpretation of your findings (data), and d) any evidence that your lesson had an impact on student learning relative to the issues you identified (reflection on pre-post test results). 


ASSESSMENT PLAN


1. Provide a table (see sample below) outlining the pre-, post- and at least 1 formative assessment to be administered to each child.  These assessments should measure the progress of students in your class toward your learning objective(s) and your learning goal(s).  List assessments in the order in which they will be administered.

The Table should include:


A) Type of assessments (e.g., pre, formative, or post).


B) The learning objectives; these are specific to the learning activities.


C) Format of assessments (e.g., essay, multiple choice, listing, short answer, performance, matching, T/F, etc.).


		Type of Assessments

		Learning Objectives

		Format of Assessment



		1. Pre Assessment

		

		



		2. Formative Assessment

		

		



		3. Post Assessment

		

		





2. Provide a narrative description which:


· Explains how the assessments specifically addresses each of the goals/objectives and why the format of each of the assessments is appropriate for the learning objectives and for the students you have assessed,


· Explains why you have chosen each of these assessments to attain your stated learning objectives,


· Provides assessment instructions that are understood by all students,


· Explains the minimal level of acceptable student performance (i.e., the point at which the student successfully meets the learning objective) in measurable terms,


· Explains special adaptations for special needs students (e.g. cognitive, language, developmental, and content).


It is encouraged that you use the same post-assessments as pre-assessments after you have finished the educational sequence.


3. Submit a clean copy of your assessment(s) and scoring criteria (e.g., keys, rubrics, etc.) as an attachment.


Oklahoma Teacher Enhancement Program


		Analyzing the Results:  Used to show the learning gain made by each student from pre- to post- assessment



		Students

		Pre Assessment

		Post  Assessment

		Gain + or -

		Objectives

		Comments



		

		

		

		

		Yes

		No

		Yes

		No

		



		1.

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 



		2.

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 



		3.

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 



		4.
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		15.

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Reprinted from Louisiana Assistance & Assessment Program

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		





Reflecting on the Impact of Instruction


1. How many students accomplished all of the objectives you established for this body of instruction?  What % of students did not meet all objectives?  What factors contributed to their success/failure?


2. Did those students who were unsuccessful in meeting all objectives demonstrate substantial gains in knowledge and skills as defined in the objectives?  Were there students who demonstrated very little gain or negative gain (regression) from pre-assessment to post-assessment?


3. Describe the circumstances/conditions that contributed to the poor achievement of students who did not meet the objectives or make substantial gains.


4. Since the conclusion of the unit and/or lesson, what have you done to help students who did not accomplish/master the objectives to improve their learning in these areas?


5. What impact will the information gained from your reflection about you students’ performance have on future lessons?  Describe the adjustments you will make in your instruction.


Reprinted from Louisiana Assistance & Assessment Program


ASSESSMENT PLAN RUBRIC- Student Teaching/Internship


The Scoring Guide

The four-point rating scale is used to determine ratings on all attributes.  It is applied during each individual assessment visit and in scoring the teacher education candidate Assessment Plan.  In every case, the four points are defined in the same way:


4 – Uses this skill consistently with a high degree of competence and confidence



(Target: Requires little to no support and guidance)


3 – Uses this skill appropriately and competently



(Meets Expectations: Requires occasional minimum support)

2 – Is beginning to incorporate this skill



(Meets Expectations: Limited use of this skill; often requires support and guidance)

1 – Has not developed or used this skill



(Does not meet minimal expectations for standard)

NA – Not applicable or Not Observed (performance in this Attribute was not observed)


Note:  A rating of NA may be awarded for Planning: Attribute 8 which applies to Special


Education Teachers only and Instruction: Attribute 20 which applies to physical education


teachers only. All other Attributes must be rated as 1, 2, 3, or 4


When the scale is applied in various instruments to specific attributes, each scale point is behaviorally anchored: i.e., definitions of practices or behaviors required to achieve that rating have been developed.  


When individual assessors develop ratings for Attributes and Components, the procedures described below are followed.


· To develop ratings for an attribute, the assessor analyzes patterns within the data and determines the attribute rating most representative of those patterns, taking all practices and behaviors into account (holistic approach).


· To form an overall evaluation, a candidate’s minimum score should be a 2 on each item with at least 80% of the scores a minimum of 3 or higher. (holistic approach).


		Standard

		ASSESSMENT: The Teacher Assesses Student Progress.

		1

		2

		3



		2, 4, 7

		1. Develops well constructed assessment instruments/procedures/ performances which adhere to the principles of good test and/or performance assessment construction.  It is apparent that the teacher candidate understands alignment and there is evidence that there has been a genuine attempt to align these elements of the instructional process.

		2

		9

		9



		2, 4, 7

		2. Uses appropriate and effective assessment technique(s): The pre- and post- assessment methods and instruments were appropriate for measuring the knowledge and skills described in the objective(s).  The plan for assessment relates to the content or body of instruction.

		2

		9

		9



		7

		3. Produces evidence of student academic growth under his/her instruction: The teacher candidate reports in the reflective summary that a majority (more than 50%) of the students met all objectives and is consistent with the information on the “analyzing the results” chart.  At least 80% of students not meeting all objectives made substantial gains from pre- to post-assessment.

		3

		9

		8



		8

		4. Interprets and utilizes standardized/non-standardized test results:  For each student who demonstrated little or no gain from pre- to post-assessment, there is a plausible explanation of circumstances that may have impeded student learning.  The teacher candidate describes strategies he/she has used or has planned to use top help low achieving students accomplish the objective(s) of the work sample.

		5

		9

		6





Comments:


Attachment B: Scoring Guide “What It Means to be Gifted” Lesson  


 This assignment was assessed/evaluated on two levels. Lesson Plans were evaluated according to the rubric provided below and the candidate’s reflection of learning was assessed with the Analysis of Candidate Learning Rubric in Attachment (next page) 


Scoring Rubric for Lesson Plan 

The following Lesson Plan Rubric was used to assess lesson plans submitted by candidates.  Points were assigned from each of the categories.  Candidates were provided with qualitative feedback as well as a copy of the rubric that indicates the points assigned to them in each category. 


		“What It Means to be Gifted” 


Lesson Plan Rubric



		

		Possible Points 

		Earned Points

		Comments



		Rationale (Standards 1, 3, 4) 

		

		

		



		Clearly Identified  

		3

		

		



		Based on needs  

		3

		

		



		Connected to area of giftedness  

		4

		

		



		Learning goals (Standards 2, 3, 4, 5)

		

		

		



		Hope for student gains  

		3

		

		



		Clearly identified  

		4

		

		



		Appropriate to needs  

		3

		

		



		Materials/Resources (Standards 4, 7)

		

		

		



		Appropriate  

		5

		

		



		Clearly described  

		5

		

		



		Procedures (Standards 4, 7)

		

		

		



		Organized/logical/sequential  

		5

		

		



		Connected to learning goals  

		5

		

		



		Assessment (Standard 8)

		

		

		



		How know lesson effective?  

		1

		

		



		Assessment instrument  

		5

		

		



		Analysis of data 

		4

		

		



		Total Points:

		50

		

		





Analysis of Candidate Learning Rubric 

The rubric on the following page displays data about the ability of the candidate to reflect on their own teaching as well as links to appropriate CEC Standards.  


 Candidates taught a “What It Means to Be Gifted” lesson to a group of students.  They prepared a lesson plan before teaching the lesson and also reflected on the success of their lesson afterward.  This reflection was designed to focus on candidates’ ability to present and interpret data as described in the Rating Indicator items on the Analysis of Candidate Learning Rubric on the following page.  In addition to the Lesson Plan Rubric, the Analysis of Candidate Learning Rubric was used to assess candidates’ ability to successfully complete this assignment. 


Analysis of Candidate Learning Rubric

		Rating→ 


Indicator↓ 

		1 


Indicator Not Met 

		2 


Indicator Partially Met 

		3 


Indicator Met 

		Avg.


Score 



		Clarity and Accuracy of Presentation 


(Standards 8) 

		Presentation is not clear and accurate; it does not accurately reflect the data. 

		Presentation is understandable and contains few errors. 

		Presentation is easy to understand and contains no errors of representation. 

		2.30



		Alignment with Learning Goals (Standards 1,  2, 4, 7)

		Analysis of student learning is not aligned with learning goals.

		Analysis of student learning is partially aligned with learning goals and/or fails to provide a comprehensive profile of student learning relative to the goals for the whole class, subgroups, and two individuals.

		Analysis is fully aligned with learning goals and provides a comprehensive profile of student learning for the whole class, subgroups, and two individuals.

		2.35



		Interpretation of Data (Standard 8)

		 Interpretation is inaccurate, and conclusions are missing or unsupported by data.

		Interpretation is technically accurate, but conclusions are missing or not fully supported by data. 

		Interpretation is meaningful, and appropriate conclusions are drawn from the data. 

		2.05



		Evidence of Impact on Student Learning 


(Standard 7)

		 Analysis of student learning fails to include evidence of impact on student learning in terms of numbers of students who achieved and made progress toward learning goals. 




		Analysis of student learning includes incomplete evidence of the impact on student learning in terms of numbers of students who achieved and made progress toward learning goals. 




		Analysis of student learning includes evidence of the impact on student learning in terms of number of students who achieved and made progress toward each learning goal. 




		 2.25





Attachment C: Data 
“What It Means To Be Gifted” Lesson Plan Data 

EDUC 618, Fall, 2006 


This assignment was assessed/evaluated on two levels. Lesson Plans were evaluated with the Lesson Plan Rubric (data on this page) and the candidates’ reflection of learning was assessed with the Analysis of Candidate Learning Rubric in Attachment (data on following pages) 


Lesson Plan Data 
The following data table reveals information obtained by scoring the lesson plans submitted by 20 students enrolled in EDUC 618 during the Fall 2006 semester.  The chart details each of the proposed components of the lesson plan and their relative worth.  The Lesson Plan was worth a total of 60 points.  The score of each of the students is included in the data table as well as the average score for each component. 


“What It Means To Be Gifted” Lesson Plan Data Table 

N=20


		Student #

		Total


(30)

		Rationale


(6) Standards 1, 3,4

		Learning Goals (6) Standards 2, 3, 4, 5

		Materials-Resources (6) Standards 4, 7

		Procedures (6) Standards 4, 7

		Assessment


(6) Standard 8



		Average Score

		521/20=26

		111/20=5.6

		91/20=4.6

		120/20=6.0

		116/20=5.8

		94/20=4.7





Candidates’ Reflection of Learning Data


The following table describes the data collected when assessing candidates reflection about the “What It Means to Be Gifted Lesson”.  Candidate responses were scored using The Analysis of Candidate Scoring Data Rubric (see Attachment B).  The average scores for both students and for scoring categories.  Appropriate CEC standards are cross-referenced.  Another chart that describes the total number of students who scored in each category can be found on the following page

Analysis of Candidate Learning Rubric Data


		Student #


(n=20)

		Clarity &


Accuracy of


Presentation


    (Standard 8)

		Alignment W/


Learning


Goals


(Standards


1, 2,4,7,8)

		Interpretation


of


Data


      (Standard 8)

		Evidence of Impact on Student Learning


   (Standard 7)

		Average


Score



		Average Score

		(46/20)


2.30

		(47/20)


2.35

		(41/20)


2.05

		(45/20)


2.25

		2.24





This table delineates the data from the Analysis of Candidate Learning Data Rubric (Attachment B) by focusing on the number of students who scored at a certain level within each of the scoring categories. 


Total # of Students Who Scored In Each Category on Analysis of Candidate 


Learning Data Rubric

		Overall N=20


Rating→ 


Indicator↓ 

		1 


Indicator Not Met 

		2 


Indicator Partially Met 

		3 


Indicator Met 

		Avg. Score 



		Clarity and Accuracy of Presentation 


(Standards 8) 

		Presentation is not clear and accurate; it does not accurately reflect the data.  N=2

		Presentation is understandable and contains few errors.   N=10

		Presentation is easy to understand and contains no errors of representation. N=8

		2.30



		Alignment with Learning Goals (Standards1, 2, 4, 7)

		Analysis of student learning is not aligned with learning goals. N=2

		Analysis of student learning is partially aligned with learning goals and/or fails to provide a comprehensive profile of student learning relative to the goals for the whole class, subgroups, and two individuals. N=9

		Analysis is fully aligned with learning goals and provides a comprehensive profile of student learning for the whole class, subgroups, and two individuals. N=9

		2.35






		Interpretation of Data (Standard 8)

		 Interpretation is inaccurate, and conclusions are missing or unsupported by data. N=5

		Interpretation is technically accurate, but conclusions are missing or not fully supported by data. N=9

		Interpretation is meaningful, and appropriate conclusions are drawn from the data. N=6

		2.05



		Evidence of Impact on Student Learning 


(Standard 7)

		 Analysis of student learning fails to include evidence of impact on student learning in terms of numbers of students who achieved and made progress toward learning goals. N=3



		Analysis of student learning includes incomplete evidence of the impact on student learning in terms of numbers of students who achieved and made progress toward learning goals. N=9



		Analysis of student learning includes evidence of the impact on student learning in terms of number of students who achieved and made progress toward each learning goal. N=8



		2.25
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Assessment 5


Assessment 6: Artifact Reflection 


Description of Assessment/Use in Program 


Candidates enrolled in EDUC 649 are asked, at the end of the semester, to choose two of the assignments they completed during the semester.  These assignments serve as artifacts that are then to be linked to appropriate CEC/NAGC Standards.  Candidates are asked to choose what they think are the most appropriate standards to represent the new understandings they got from completing the chosen assignments.  They may choose one or two standards to link to each artifact.  Candidates then must reflect on the significance of the artifact relative to their personal/professional learning.  They are to prepare a reflection that  


• demonstrates their understanding of the artifact 


• provides a clear connection between the artifact and the standard 


• indicates lessons learned from completing the assignment (relative to the chosen standard) 


• identifies strengths and weakness of candidate as assignment was completed 


• discusses applicability to future performance 


• identifies possible impact on student learning 


This artifact and accompanying reflection will eventually be a part of the portfolio component of the newly redesigned graduate program.  Research has shown that the ability to reflect is a critical attribute of an effective educator.  Matching the artifacts to a standard requires that candidates have a true understanding of the standards and also that they see the relationship of these standards to their own professional practice. This reflective component enhances the program and provides the glue for program pieces to fit together into a meaningful whole.   


Alignment with Standards 


The alignment with standards is very obvious for this assessment piece.  The very nature of the assignment requires that candidates understand all of the standards because they must link artifacts with standards.  Candidates demonstrate their understanding of the standards in the reflective piece that accompanies the artifacts. 


As candidates progress through the program, they will select additional artifacts and will link those artifacts with appropriate standards.  The goal is that, by the end of their program, candidates will have a sampling of artifacts that demonstrate their understanding of all the CEC/NAGC Standards.  These artifacts will be a part of candidates’ professional portfolio.  In matching standards with artifacts; it is probable that the pool of candidates will address all standards (Standards 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10).

Brief Analysis of Data 


An analysis of data results revealed that none of these candidates scored at the Unacceptable level, 27% scored at the Approaching Expectations level, 27% scored at the Meets Expectations level, and 46% scored at the Exceeds Expectations level.   


Seven of the 15 students enrolled in this course (those who scored at the Exceeds Expectations level) demonstrated depth and complexity of understanding and an ability to reflect on their own learning.  These were the students who seemed to really “get it” throughout the semester.  Their understandings were obvious before they completed this assessment piece.  They were the students who took responsibility for their own learning and who showed, in other ways, that they truly made sense of the content.  They made valid connections and demonstrated their professional competence. 


This reflection piece seemed to separate the candidates into those who were naturally reflective and those who were not and documented the need to teach candidates how to reflect.  Reflection is a slow, time-consuming process but a very worthwhile one.  It requires that instructors spend time modeling reflection, sharing examples of effective reflection, and providing continuous feedback.  But, the effort is rewarded with candidates who can reflect on their own teaching.  Research shows that teachers who can reflect are much more effective in promoting student understanding and achievement. 


Interpretation of How Data Provides Evidence for Meeting Standards 

Candidates submitted a variety of artifacts for this assessment.  The choice of artifacts was good and most candidates were able to match the chosen experiences with an appropriate standard.   Candidates demonstrated, in their reflections, that they understood the chosen standard and that they could articulate the connection between the standard and the experience (Standards 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10).   Candidates chose a variety of artifacts to demonstrate their competence.  Sometimes, candidates who chose the same artifact matched it with a different standard from the one another classmate selected, but the reflection was properly focused, the reasoning was sound, and it was clear that candidates understood the essence of the standard. Some, but not all, candidates seemed to understand the importance of the particular assignment they chose for their artifact and could grasp the role this experience played in their new understandings of gifted learners.    

Attachment A: Description of Assignment Artifact Reflection  


Choose any 2 of the assignments from this semester.  Reflect on what you learned from each assignment.  Look over the CEC/NAGC Standards.  Choose one or two standards that you think best connect to each assignment.  Write a one page reflection for each chosen assignment convincing me that because you completed this assignment, you are now competent in the areas addressed by the standard(s).  


You will need to: 


• demonstrate your understanding of the artifact 


• provide a clear connection between the artifact and the standard 


• indicate lessons learned from completing the assignment (relative to the chosen standard) 


Attachment B: Scoring Guide Artifact Reflection


The following Holistic Rating Scale was used to assess candidates’ ability to choose authentic artifacts, connect to appropriate standards, and reflect on their own learning.


Holistic Rating Scale:  Reflections on Artifacts


           (Standards 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10)


		Unacceptable


0 points

		Approaching


Expectations


1 point

		Meets Expectations


2 points

		Exceeds Expectations


3 points



		Does not connect to appropriate standard 


Reflection is weak

		Connects to standard, but either a) does not justify reasons for choosing standard, 


or 


b) a clear understanding of the standard is not indicated


Reflection includes some, but not all, of the required components

		Connects to appropriate standard; justifies reasons for choosing standard; clear understanding of the standard is indicated.


Reflection describes artifact relative to all of the following attributes: 


a) lessons learned, b)strengths and weaknesses of artifact/lesson, 


c) applicability to future performance,


 d) impact on student learning 

		Connects to appropriate standard; justifies reasons for choosing standard; clear understanding of the standard is indicated


Justification indicates depth and complexity of thought


Reflection indicates analysis and evaluation of the artifact relative to all of the following attributes: 


a) lessons learned, 


b) strengths and weaknesses of artifact/lesson,


 c) applicability to future performance, d) impact on student learning 


Reflection indicates depth and complexity of thought





Attachment C: bData Artifact Reflection


EDUC 649, Fall 2006


The following chart describes data collected while assessing artifact reflections submitted by candidates.  The chart includes the number and the percentage of students who scored at each level.


Holistic Rating Scale:  


          Reflections on Artifacts Candidate Data



            (Standards 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10)




		n=15

		Unacceptable


0 points

		Approaching


Expectations


1 point

		Meets Expectations


2 points

		Exceeds Expectations


3 points



		Number of students who scored at this level

		0

		4

		4

		7



		Percentage of students who scored at this level

		0%

		27%

		27%

		46%
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Assessment 6



    8.  Grade levels(1) for which candidates are being prepared

    (1) e.g. Early Childhood; Elementary K-6

1-12

    9.  Program Type

nmlkji Advanced Teaching

nmlkj First teaching license

nmlkj Other School Personnel

nmlkj Unspecified

    10.  Degree or award level

nmlkj Baccalaureate

nmlkj Post Baccalaureate

nmlkji Master's

nmlkj Post Master's

nmlkj Specialist or C.A.S.

nmlkj Doctorate

nmlkj Endorsement only

    11.  Is this program offered at more than one site?

nmlkj Yes

nmlkji No

    12.  If your answer is "yes" to above question, list the sites at which the program is offered
 

    13.  Title of the state license for which candidates are prepared
Gifted add-on certification

    14.  Program report status:

nmlkj Initial Review

nmlkji Response to One of the Following Decisions: Further Development Required, Recognition with 
Probation, or Not Nationally Recognized

nmlkj Response to National Recognition With Conditions

    15.  State Licensure requirement for national recognition:
NCATE requires 80% of the program completers who have taken the test to pass the applicable 
state licensure test for the content field, if the state has a testing requirement. Test information and 
data must be reported in Section III. Does your state require such a test?



nmlkj Yes

nmlkji No

SECTION I - CONTEXT

    1.  Description of any state or institutional policies that may influence the application of CEC 
standards. (Response limited to 4,000 characters)
The graduate program in Curriculum and Instruction with a Concentration in Gifted is a part of the 
Department of Teaching and Learning at Southeastern Louisiana University. This program provides 
candidates an opportunity to acquire add-on gifted certification while working on a master’s degree. 
Candidates take a variety of core courses required of all Master’s Degree candidates in Curriculum in 
Instruction. These courses include: Educational Research, Dimensions of Diversity, Design and 
Development of Instructional Software Teaching in Inclusive Classrooms, Leadership for Change, and a 
Capstone Seminar. Additionally, they are required to take the following gifted courses: Characteristics 
of the Gifted Child, Methods and Materials for Teaching the Gifted, Counseling the Gifted, Creativity, 
and Laboratory Practicum in Teaching the Gifted Child. In addition to a master’s degree, the state of 
Louisiana requires candidates who request add-on gifted certification to successfully complete: 12 hours 
of gifted content courses, a laboratory practicum, and an educational technology course. 

The Council for Exceptional Children/National Association for Gifted Children (CEC/NAGC Standards, 
Field Experiences and Clinical Practice Standards, and Assessment System Standards govern the 
Curriculum and Instruction with a Concentration in Gifted graduate program. Additionally, the 
Louisiana Components of Effective Teaching (LCET), the National Board for Professional Teaching 
Standards (NBPTS), the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Educators (NCATE), and the 
Southeastern Louisiana University Conceptual Framework, The Effective Educator, regulate this 
program. Louisiana’s teaching standards for both new and experienced teachers (LCET) were developed 
from the professional knowledge base on teaching and “craft knowledge” acquired by experienced 
educators. The LCET form the criteria used to assess the teaching practices of both new and experienced 
teachers. The State Board of Elementary and Secondary Education (SBESE) approved the LCET in 
September 1992. Revisions to LCET are approved by the SBESE as needed. Louisiana mandates that 
programs meet NCATE Standards. 

    2.  Description of the field and clinical experiences required for the program, including the 
number of hours for early field experiences and the number of hours/weeks for student teaching or 
internships. (Response limited to 8,000 characters)

Southeastern Louisiana University candidates in the graduate program are required to have diverse field 
experiences. In the sequence of courses for the graduate degree in Curriculum and Instruction with a 
Concentration in Gifted, candidates are required to complete a minimum of 78 field-based hours. These 
field hours are found in the following courses/projects: 

In EDUC 648: Characteristics of the Gifted Child, candidates are required to observe for 5 field hours in 
a regular education classroom (PK-12), and document gifted behaviors. In EDUC 649: Methods and 
Materials for Teaching the Gifted, candidates are required to implement an Action Research Project and 
implement an interdisciplinary unit. This is conducted in the teacher’s own or classmate’s classroom (if 
not currently teaching (PK-12) for a minimum of 20 field hours. In EDUC 647: Creativity, candidates 
are required to assess students’ creativity and plan and teach appropriate lessons that enhance creativity 
in their own or classmate’s classroom (if not currently teaching (PK-12) for a minimum of 6 field hours. 
In EDUC 646: Laboratory Practicum in Teaching the Gifted, candidates are required to assess students, 
plan and teach differentiated lessons to gifted students in a summer practicum that includes 1st through 



8th grade students from a variety of settings for a total of 45 field hours. In EDUC 618: Counseling for 
the Gifted, candidates are required to design and teach a lesson to a group of students about what it 
means to be gifted. This is conducted in the teacher’s own or classmate’s classroom (if not currently 
teaching (PK-12) for 2 field hours. Field/clinical experiences reflect/conducted in grade level/subject 
areas of teacher’s current certification.

All field experiences are monitored by fully licensed, gifted-certified faculty members at Southeastern 
Louisiana University. The field hours are purposefully selected and sequenced to provide experiences 
that begin with introductory level requirements and move developmentally to increasingly complex 
experiences. Field experiences address all age ranges (PK-12) and reflect and are conducted in grade 
level/subject areas of the teacher’s current certification/s.

    3.  Description of the criteria for admission, retention, and exit from the program, including 
required GPAs and minimum grade requirements for the content courses accepted by the 
program. (Response limited to 4,000 characters)

Admission: Admission to the graduate program is based on a variety of screening factors. Candidates 
must apply for admission to Southeastern’s Graduate School, submit transcripts verifying a 
baccalaureate degree in a certified area of education, and have at least a 2.5 undergraduate grade point 
average (GPA). A formula taking the undergraduate GPA x 200 points plus the verbal and the 
quantitative scores from the Graduate Record Exam (GRE) is incorporated to determine at what level 
the candidate is accepted in to the program. All candidates must achieve at least a total of 1250 points 
using the above formula. If the candidate achieves 1250 – 1349 points, they are accepted conditionally. 
However if candidates maintain a 3.0 average, after the initial 12 hours, their status is changed to regular 
admission status. Graduate candidates who achieve a minimum of 1350 points initially, receive regular 
admission status. All candidates pursuing graduate studies at Southeastern Louisiana University must 
maintain a 3.0 GPA in order to remain in good standing. 

Retention: Several strategies are employed to support candidates pursuing a graduate degree in 
Curriculum and Instruction with a Concentration in Gifted at Southeastern. The program involves 
faculty members serving as mentors for graduate program candidates. A list of faculty members with 
their area(s) of expertise is provided to graduate candidates, school districts, and local schools in the 
Southeastern service region. The list contains names of faculty members, areas of expertise, contact 
telephone numbers, and email addresses. Program candidates have a source of professional advice to 
further their knowledge about problems that they experience during both their graduate studies and the 
first few years of teaching gifted individuals. These lists are provided to school principals at their district 
meetings. Gifted faculty (a) develop and continue collaborative partnerships with the school district and 
local schools, (b) offer information about current and future events occurring in the gifted program, and 
(c) assist in providing further training for new gifted program graduates. 

Portfolio Requirements: Candidates are required to develop and submit an electronic portfolio that 
demonstrates: their understanding of national standards, their ability to reflect on the connections 
between standards and their professional practice, and their ability to have an impact on student 
learning. Portfolio artifacts are submitted for review at three pre-determined portals. The required hours 
of field experience are from diverse populations. The required professional development hours reflect 
acquisition of content skills.

Exit: In order to successfully exit the present graduate program in Curriculum and Instruction with a 
Concentration in Gifted, candidates must complete the Comprehensive Exam which consists of three 
questions: a general gifted question that incorporates knowledge and skills learned in all the gifted 
courses, a question related to Educational Research, and a question related to Leadership for Change. 



The newly redesigned program will replace the Comprehensive Exam with an Action Research Project 
that will allow candidates to demonstrate their competence and ability to impact student learning. 
Candidates’ successful completion of the Electronic Portfolio is a requirement for graduating with a 
Master’s Degree. 

In addition to the above requirements, candidates must meet the following requirements for the graduate 
school: 
• Complete curricula prescribed for the program area. 
• File a completed Admission to Candidacy for the Degree form. 
• Earn a cumulative 3.0 GPA in all graduate work and earn no more than 6 semester hours of “C” grades 
in course work toward their degree. 
• Be recommended for the degree by the faculty committee, department head, and Graduate Dean. 
• Be approved for the degree by the Graduate Dean. 

    4.  Description of the relationship (2)of the program to the unit's conceptual framework. 
(Response limited to 4,000 characters)

The Concentration in Gifted is aligned with the Conceptual Framework of the College of Education and 
Human Development which was revised in 2005 and is comprised of the following four critical 
components of The Effective Educator: 

• Knowledge of the Learner (KL): The faculty of the graduate program believe that candidates’
understanding of the learner is necessary to provide effective and equitable instruction. The program 
prepares candidates to demonstrate and value sensitivity to the needs of all learners, teachers, and 
students. Candidates acquire an understanding of learners as individuals and incorporate this knowledge 
through the progression of their educational experiences and as effective professionals, they continue 
this practice throughout their careers. Diversity is an integral part of the program. The faculty values and 
promotes equality and diversity for candidates. Each candidate is valued for their diversity, and faculty 
work to ensure that all members of the learning community treat one another with respect and dignity. 

• Strategies and Methods (SM): The effective professional demonstrates best teaching practices through 
inquiry, creativity, and reflective thinking. Strategies and methods of learning are modeled in an attempt 
to teach candidates to apply these strategies and methods in their own classrooms. The instructors 
engage candidates in building on personal reservoirs of classroom experiences in the processes of 
analysis and decision-making. Following active participation in planned classroom and field 
experiences, candidates apply these skills in authentic experiences in school activities. Diversity is an 
integral part of the strategies and methods used in the university classroom and exhibited by candidates 
as they observe, participate and teach. Candidates examine human development theory, apply proven 
learning and motivational theories, and infuse concern for diversity to the learning process. Throughout 
the program, candidates are required to use technology as they apply teaching and learning strategies. 

• Content Knowledge (CK): Candidates exhibit depth of knowledge in specific content areas as well as 
knowledge of effective teaching and learning skills and strategies. Aspiring candidates have the 
necessary content knowledge to effectively impact the learning of their students. Candidates learn about 
diverse cultures and the relationship of these cultures to teaching and learning and communication with 
families. To work with all elements of the community, candidates recognize, value, and communicate 
effectively with various cultural, ethnic, racial, and special interest groups. Technology applications are 
taught as basic content knowledge and are interspersed throughout the program. 

• Professional Standards (PS): Candidates in the gifted area of concentration participate in a curriculum 
based on a variety of standards and principles including those proposed by the Council for Exceptional 



    (2): The response should describe the program's conceptual framework and indicate how it reflects the unit's conceptual framework.

Children/National Association for Gifted Children (CEC/NAGC) and the National Board for 
Professional Teachers (NBPT), the Louisiana Components of Effective Teaching (LCET) and the 
Southeastern Louisiana University Conceptual Framework, the Effective Educator. Candidates 
incorporate these standards in assignments, field experiences, and artifacts through self-assessment as 
they progress through the program. Diversity and Technology are integral parts of the program as 
directed by both the national standards and the Conceptual Framework. 

The majority of graduate candidates in Curriculum and Instruction with a Concentration in Gifted, 
conduct field experiences in their own classrooms, while faculty members provide candidates with 
distinctive experiences to expose them to students from diverse environments and groups that may 
include peer evaluation of instruction, videotapes depicting diverse teaching situations, or matching 
assessment techniques with diverse learner needs. 

    5.  Indication of whether the program has a unique set of program assessments and their 
relationship of the program's assessments to the unit's assessment system(3). (Response limited to 
4,000 characters)

The program in Curriculum and Instruction with a Concentration in Gifted will use the following unit 
assessments to measure candidate competence: 
• MPEC Surveys 
• Comprehensive Exam (old program) 
• Competency defense of the Action Research Project (new program)` 
• Portfolio 

Candidates develop an electronic portfolio that is used throughout the program. They select artifacts, 
match those artifacts to appropriate standards, and then reflect on the significance of the artifacts relative 
to the professional standards, their own learning, and their own professional practice. The portfolio is 
evaluated by faculty as candidates move through the pre-established portals. The portfolio is designed to 
promote professional growth and demonstrate knowledge, skills, and dispositions. Candidates are 
required to articulate beliefs, skills, and strengths. 

The College of Education and Human Development (COEHD) is utilizing PASS-PORT, a web-based 
system for collecting data on candidate performance. With PASS-PORT, candidates are able to move 
through the portals of the COEHD's assessment system. In addition, PASS-PORT enables candidates to 
create electronic portfolios that contain valuable artifacts to document knowledge, skills, and 
dispositions and then to route those documents to faculty for evaluation. 

To supplement the unit assessments, the graduate program in Curriculum and Instruction with a 
Concentration in Gifted will use the following program specific assessments: 
• Action Research Project Proposal 
• Action Research Project Implementation 
• Multi-disciplinary Units and Related Lesson Plans 
• Self-Reflections 
• Peer Evaluations 
• Course based evaluations
• Portfolio Artifacts

Program components have been designed to specifically focus on knowledge, skills, and dispositions 
addressed in the CEC Standards. Candidates will have many opportunities to demonstrate mastery of 



    (3) This response should clarify how the key accessments used in the program are derived from or informed by the assessment system that the unit 

will address under NCATE Standard 2.

competencies imbedded in those standards. 

    6.  Please attach files to describe a program of study that outlines the courses and experiences 
required for candidates to complete the program. The program of study must include course titles. 
(This information may be provided as an attachment from the college catalog or as a student 
advisement sheet.) 

Program of Study item 6

See Attachments panel below.

    7.  This system will not permit you to include tables or graphics in text fields. Therefore any 
tables or charts must be attached as files here. The title of the file should clearly indicate the 
content of the file. Word documents, pdf files, and other commonly used file formats are 
acceptable.

Field Experiences form C

See Attachments panel below.

    8.  Candidate Information
Directions: Provide three years of data on candidates enrolled in the program and completing the 
program, beginning with the most recent academic year for which numbers have been tabulated. 
Report the data separately for the levels/tracks (e.g., baccalaureate, post-baccalaureate, alternate 
routes, master's, doctorate) being addressed in this report. Data must also be reported separately 
for programs offered at multiple sites. Update academic years (column 1) as appropriate for your 
data span. Create additional tables as necessary.

    (4) NCATE uses the Title II definition for program completers. Program completers are persons who have met all the requirements of a state-approved 
teacher preparation program. Program completers include all those who are documented as having met such requirements. Documentation may take the 

form of a degree, institutional certificate, program credential, transcript, or other written proof of having met the program's requirements.

Program:
Masters in Curriculum and Instruction with a Concentration in Gifted 

Academic Year
# of Candidates
Enrolled in the

Program

# of Program
Completers(4)

2004-2005 24 2

2005-2006 33 7

2006-2007 38 2

    9.  Faculty Information
Directions: Complete the following information for each faculty member responsible for 
professional coursework, clinical supervision, or administration in this program.

Faculty Member Name Campbell, Kathleen

Highest Degree, Field, & 
University(5) Ph. D. , Ed. Leadership, University of New Orleans

Assignment: Indicate the role 



of the faculty member(6) Faculty

Faculty Rank(7) Assistant Professor

Tenure Track YESgfedcb

Scholarship(8), Leadership in 
Professional Associations, and 
Service(9):List up to 3 major 
contributions in the past 3 
years(10)

Six publications in national peer reviewed publications; three publications on 
mentoring published by the LA Dept. of Education (2006); presentations at the 
MSERA, SERA, NCPEA, LCPEA, and LERA, 2005-2008. Program chair/president 
elect of LERA 2007-008. Presented workshop on team building to Livingston 
principals and asst. principals.Worked with a Washington Parish high school 
improvement team and faculty.Currently working with a St. Tammany high 
school on best practices in instruction.

Teaching or other 
professional experience in P-
12 schools(11)

Certification: Type A Louisiana Certificate, Academically Gifted, Social Studies, 
English, Principal PK -12 Teaching Experience: 30 yrs middle school English and 
social studies teacher, academically gifted teacher; high school principal (grades 
9-12) for 2 years; middle school principal (grades 5-8) for 10 years.

Faculty Member Name Edwards, Cheryl

Highest Degree, Field, & 
University(5) Ph.D., Curriculum & Instruction, Louisiana State University

Assignment: Indicate the role 
of the faculty member(6) Faculty

Faculty Rank(7) Assistant Professor

Tenure Track YESgfedcb

Scholarship(8), Leadership in 
Professional Associations, and 
Service(9):List up to 3 major 
contributions in the past 3 
years(10)

Practicing what they’ll teach: Oral history methodology in teacher education, 
Summer 2006; Influences of experiences and training on effective teaching 
practices to meet the needs of diverse learners in schools, Spring 
2006Integrating thematic curriculum with music and physical education, Spring 
2006

Teaching or other 
professional experience in P-
12 schools(11)

Clinical SupervisionCertification: Type A Louisiana Certificate, Grades 1-8, Gifted 
PK-12 Teaching Experience: 15 years

Faculty Member Name Jacob, Shirley

Highest Degree, Field, & 
University(5) PH.D., Administration and Supervision, University of SOuthern Mississippi

Assignment: Indicate the role 
of the faculty member(6) Department Head, Department of Teaching and Learning

Faculty Rank(7) Associate Professor

Tenure Track YESgfedcb

Scholarship(8), Leadership in 
Professional Associations, and 
Service(9):List up to 3 major 
contributions in the past 3 
years(10)

Inducted to Educator’s Honor Role (2006) –SLU Program Reviewer for national 
conference – ATEMembership – 3 University Committees

Teaching or other 
professional experience in P-
12 schools(11)

Clinical SupervisionCertification: Type A Louisiana Certificate, English, Speech, 
Gifted Ed, Principal, City Supervisor of InstructionPK-12 Teaching Experience: 19 
years



Faculty Member Name Palka, Jackie

Highest Degree, Field, & 
University(5) Ed.D., in Curriculum and Instruction, Louisiana State University

Assignment: Indicate the role 
of the faculty member(6) Faculty

Faculty Rank(7) Assistant Professor

Tenure Track YESgfedcb

Scholarship(8), Leadership in 
Professional Associations, and 
Service(9):List up to 3 major 
contributions in the past 3 
years(10)

Editor of Louisiana Reading Association State Journal; Conducted Gifted 
Evaluation Study in St. Tammany Parish School District; 2004-2005 school year; 
Palka, J. (2004) Lessons on literacy: An experience in co-teaching Academic 
Exchange Quarterly, 8 (3), 286- 292.

Teaching or other 
professional experience in P-
12 schools(11)

Certification: Type A Louisiana Certificate Reading Specialists, Gifted, 
Principal/Supervisor, Supervisor of Student TeachersTeaching Experience: 23 
years public school teaching (LA), 1 year Supervisor of Gifted Program (OH)

Faculty Member Name Simoneaux, Paul

Highest Degree, Field, & 
University(5) M.Ed., Curriculum & Instruction +30, Nicholls State University

Assignment: Indicate the role 
of the faculty member(6) Faculty

Faculty Rank(7) Instructor

Tenure Track YESgfedc

Scholarship(8), Leadership in 
Professional Associations, and 
Service(9):List up to 3 major 
contributions in the past 3 
years(10)

State Committee on Higher Education Portfolio Development; Honorary Faculty 
Coach for women’s basketball and volleyball, Spring 2003 & 2004; Created 
professional organization for teacher candidates. (SEAS) Southeastern Education 
Association of Students

Teaching or other 
professional experience in P-
12 schools(11)

Clinical Supervision Certification: Type A Louisiana Certificate, Grades 1-8, 
Reading Specialist, Gifted PK-12 Teaching Experience: 

Faculty Member Name Vicknair, Janis

Highest Degree, Field, & 
University(5)

M.Ed., Supervision and Administration Education +30 ,Southeastern Louisiana 
University

Assignment: Indicate the role 
of the faculty member(6) Staff

Faculty Rank(7) Coordinator of Field Experience

Tenure Track YESgfedc

Scholarship(8), Leadership in 
Professional Associations, and 
Service(9):List up to 3 major 
contributions in the past 3 
years(10)

Southern Association and Accreditation facilitatorOutstanding Clinician in Teacher 
Education for the State of Louisiana (Supervisor of Student Teachers) April 2004 
National Endowment for the Humanities Award–Summer 1990–$2000 grant 
Study of Morte d’Arthur by Sir Thomas Malory Southern Connecticut State 
University/YaleMember:TESOL (Teachers of English to Students of Other 
Languages)--State and national.

Teaching or other 
professional experience in P-

Clinical SupervisionCertification: Social Studies, English, Supervisor of Student 
Teaching, Principal, Parish or City School Supervisor of Instruction, Academically 



    (5) e.g., PhD in Curriculum & Instruction, University of Nebraska.
    (6) e.g., faculty, clinical supervisor, department chair, administrator
    (7) e.g., professor, associate professor, assistant professor, adjunct professor, instructor
    (8) Scholarship is defined by NCATE as systematic inquiry into the areas related to teaching, learning, and the education of teachers and other school 
personnel.
    Scholarship includes traditional research and publication as well as the rigorous and systematic study of pedagogy, and the application of current 
research findings in new settings. Scholarship further presupposes submission of one's work for professional review and evaluation.
    (9) Service includes faculty contributions to college or university activities, schools, communities, and professional associations in ways that are 
consistent with the institution and unit's mission.
    (10) e.g., officer of a state or national association, article published in a specific journal, and an evaluation of a local school program.
    (11) Briefly describe the nature of recent experience in P-12 schools (e.g. clinical supervision, inservice training, teaching in a PDS) indicating the 

discipline and grade level of the assignment(s). List current P-12 licensure or certification(s) held, if any.

12 schools(11) Gifted 9-12 Teaching Experience: 33 years

Faculty Member Name Warren, Debra

Highest Degree, Field, & 
University(5) M.Ed., Elementary Education, Centenary College of Louisiana

Assignment: Indicate the role 
of the faculty member(6) Faculty

Faculty Rank(7) Instructor

Tenure Track YESgfedc

Scholarship(8), Leadership in 
Professional Associations, and 
Service(9):List up to 3 major 
contributions in the past 3 
years(10)

Presenter- KDP International: Using Children’s Literature to teach Science 
Concepts to Struggling Readers in the Middle School, Fall 2005; Kappa Delta Pi 
International – Counselor; Member- Loranger Elementary School PTA 

Teaching or other 
professional experience in P-
12 schools(11)

Clinical SupervisionC ertification: Type A Louisiana Certificate, Grades 1-8, 
Special Education: Mild Moderate, Gifted, Reading Specialist PK-12 Teaching 
Experience:

Faculty Member Name Yates, Camille

Highest Degree, Field, & 
University(5) Ph.D., in Special Education, University of Southern Mississippi

Assignment: Indicate the role 
of the faculty member(6) Faculty

Faculty Rank(7) Assistant Professor

Tenure Track YESgfedcb

Scholarship(8), Leadership in 
Professional Associations, and 
Service(9):List up to 3 major 
contributions in the past 3 
years(10)

Institute for Teaching and Professional Enhancement (ITPE) 05-06; Action 
Research as a Transformative Process

Teaching or other 
professional experience in P-
12 schools(11)

Certification: Type A Mississippi Certificate, Home Economics, Supervisor of 
Student Teaching and Practicum PK-12 Teaching Experience: 11 years in Home 
Economics, Elementary, SPED Resource; (Gifted, Elementary K-3/4-8), AA 
(Instructional Technology K-12), AAAA (Mild/Moderate K-12) Other: LaTAAP 
Assessor

SECTION II - LIST OF ASSESSMENTS



    In this section, list the 6-8 assessments that are being submitted as evidence for meeting the CEC 
standards. All programs must provide a minimum of six assessments. If your state does not require a 
state licensure test in the content area, you must substitute an assessment that documents candidate 
attainment of content knowledge in #1 below. For each assessment, indicate the type or form of the 
assessment and when it is administered in the program.

    1.  In this section, list the 6-8 assessments that are being submitted as evidence for meeting the 
CEC standards. All programs must provide a minimum of six assessments. If your state does not 
require a state licensure test in the content area, you must substitute an assessment that documents 
candidate attainment of content knowledge in #1 below. For each assessment, indicate the type or 
form of the assessment and when it is administered in the program. (Response limited to 250 
characters each field)

Type and Number of 
Assessment

Name of Assessment 
(12)

Type or Form of Assessment 
(13)

When the Assessment Is 
Administered (14)

Assessment #1: 
Licensure 
assessment, or 
other content-
based assessment 
(required)

COMPS Comprehensive 
Exam 

Culmination of 
program 

Assessment #2: 
Assessment of 
content knowledge 
in special education 
(required)

Action Research 
Project Proposal 

Project Proposal EDUC 648 

Assessment #3: 
Assessment of 
candidate ability to 
plan instruction 
(required)

Parallel Curriculum 
Unit 

Unit EDUC 649 

Assessment #4: 
Assessment of 
student teaching 
(required)

Practicum 
Observation of 

Teaching 

Observation of 
Teaching

EDUC 646 

Assessment #5: 
Assessment of 
candidate effect on 
student learning 
(required)

“What It Means To 
Be Gifted” Lesson 

Lesson Plan EDUC 618 

Assessment #6: 
Additional 
assessment that 
addresses CEC 
standards 
(required)

Artifact Reflection Project Reflection EDUC 649 

Assessment #7: 
Additional 
assessment that 
addresses CEC 
standards 
(optional)

Assessment #8: 
Additional 
assessment that 



    (12) Identify assessment by title used in the program; refer to Section IV for further information on appropriate assessment to include.
    (13) Identify the type of assessment (e.g., essay, case study, project, comprehensive exam, reflection, state licensure test, portfolio).
    (14) Indicate the point in the program when the assessment is administered (e.g., admission to the program, admission to student 

teaching/internship, required courses [specify course title and numbers], or completion of the program).

addresses CEC 
standards 
(optional)

SECTION III - RELATIONSHIP OF ASSESSMENT TO STANDARDS

    For each CEC standard on the chart below, identify the assessment(s) in Section II that address the 
standard. One assessment may apply to multiple CEC standards.

    1.  FIELD EXPERIENCES AND CLINICAL PRACTICE STANDARD

Special education candidates progress through a series of developmentally sequenced field experiences 
for the full range of ages, types and levels of abilities, and collaborative opportunities that are appropriate 
to the license or roles for which they are preparing. These field and clinical experiences are supervised by 
qualified professionals.

Information should be provided in Section I (Context) to address this standard.

    2.  CONTENT STANDARDS
  #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8

1. Foundations. Special educators understand the field as an evolving and 
changing discipline based on philosophies, evidence-based principles and 
theories, relevant laws and policies, diverse and historical points of view, 
and human issues that have historically influenced and continue to 
influence the field of special education and the education and treatment of 
individuals with exceptional needs both in school and society. Special 
educators understand how these influence professional practice, 
including assessment, instructional planning, implementation, and program 
evaluation. Special educators understand how issues of human diversity
can impact families, cultures, and schools, and how these complex human 
issues can interact with issues in the delivery of special education services. 
They understand the relationships of organizations of special education
to the organizations and functions of schools, school systems, and other 
agencies. Special educators use this knowledge as a ground upon which to 
construct their own personal understandings and philosophies of special 
education.

Beginning special educators demonstrate their mastery of this standard 
through the mastery of the CEC Common Core Knowledge and Skills, as 
well as through the appropriate CEC Specialty Area(s) Knowledge and 
Skills for which the program is preparing candidates.

gfedcb gfedcb gfedc gfedc gfedcb gfedcb gfedc gfedc

2. Development and Characteristics of Learners. Special educators 
know and demonstrate respect for their students first as unique human 



beings. Special educators understand the similarities and differences in 
human development and the characteristics between and among 
individuals with and without exceptional learning needs (ELN). Moreover, 
special educators understand how exceptional conditions can interact
with the domains of human development and they use this knowledge to 
respond to the varying abilities and behaviors of individual’s with 
ELN. Special educators understand how the experiences of individuals 
with ELN can impact families, as well as the individual’s ability to learn, 
interact socially, and live as fulfilled contributing members of the 
community. 

Beginning special educators demonstrate their mastery of this standard 
through the mastery of the CEC Common Core Knowledge and Skills, as 
well as through the appropriate CEC Specialty Area(s) Knowledge and 
Skills for which the preparation program is preparing candidates.

gfedcb gfedc gfedcb gfedcb gfedcb gfedc gfedc gfedc

3. Individual Learning Differences. Special educators understand the 
effects that an exceptional condition can have on an individual’s 
learning in school and throughout life. Special educators understand that 
the beliefs, traditions, and values across and within cultures can affect 
relationships among and between students, their families, and the school 
community. Moreover, special educators are active and resourceful in 
seeking to understand how primary language, culture, and familial 
backgrounds interact with the individual’s exceptional condition to 
impact the individual’s academic and social abilities, attitudes, values, 
interests, and career options. The understanding of these learning 
differences and their possible interactions provides the foundation upon 
which special educators individualize instruction to provide meaningful 
and challenging learning for individuals with ELN. 

Beginning special educators demonstrate their mastery of this standard 
through the mastery of the CEC Common Core Knowledge and Skills, as 
well as through the appropriate CEC Specialty Area(s) Knowledge and 
Skills for which the program is preparing candidates.

gfedcb gfedcb gfedcb gfedcb gfedcb gfedcb gfedc gfedc

4. Instructional Strategies. Special educators posses a repertoire of 
evidence-based instructional strategies to individualize instruction for 
individuals with ELN. Special educators select, adapt, and use these 
instructional strategies to promote positive learning results in general 
and special curricula and to appropriately modify learning environments 
for individuals with ELN. They enhance the learning of critical thinking, 
problem solving, and performance skills of individuals with ELN, and 
increase their self-awareness, self-management, self-control, self-reliance, 
and self-esteem. Moreover, special educators emphasize the development, 
maintenance, and generalization of knowledge and skills across 
environments, settings, and the lifespan. 

Beginning special educators demonstrate their mastery this standard 
through the mastery of the CEC Common Core Knowledge and Skills, as 
well as through the appropriate CEC Specialty Area(s) Knowledge and 
Skills for which the program is preparing candidates.

gfedcb gfedc gfedcb gfedcb gfedcb gfedcb gfedc gfedc

5. Learning Environments and Social Interactions. Special educators 



actively create learning environments for individuals with ELN that foster 
cultural understanding, safety and emotional well-being, positive social 
interactions, and active engagement of individuals with ELN. In addition, 
special educators foster environments in which diversity is valued and 
individuals are taught to live harmoniously and productively in a culturally 
diverse world. Special educators shape environments to encourage the 
independence, self-motivation, self-direction, personal empowerment, and 
self-advocacy of individuals with ELN. Special educators help their 
general education colleagues integrate individuals with ELN in regular 
environments and engage them in meaningful learning activities and 
interactions. Special educators use direct motivational and instructional 
interventions with individuals with ELN to teach them to respond 
effectively to current expectations. When necessary, special educators can 
safely intervene with individuals with ELN in crisis. Special educators 
coordinate all these efforts and provide guidance and direction to 
paraeducators and others, such as classroom volunteers and tutors.

Beginning special educators demonstrate their mastery of this standard 
through the mastery of the CEC Common Core Knowledge and Skills, as 
well as through the appropriate CEC Specialty Area(s) Knowledge and 
Skills for which the preparation program is preparing candidates.

gfedcb gfedc gfedcb gfedcb gfedcb gfedcb gfedc gfedc

6. Language. Special educators understand typical and atypical language 
development and the ways in which exceptional conditions can interact 
with an individual’s experience with and use of language. Special 
educators use individualized strategies to enhance language development 
and teach communication skills to individuals with ELN. Special educators 
are familiar with augmentative, alternative, and assistive technologies to 
support and enhance communication of individuals with exceptional 
needs. Special educators match their communication methods to an 
individual’s language proficiency and cultural and linguistic differences. 
Special educators provide effective language models and they use 
communication strategies and resources to facilitate understanding of 
subject matter for individuals with ELN whose primary language is not 
English.

Beginning special educators demonstrate their mastery of language for and 
with individuals with ELN through the mastery of the CEC Common Core 
Knowledge and Skills, as well as through the appropriate CEC Specialty 
Area(s) Knowledge and Skills for which the preparation program is 
preparing candidates.

gfedc gfedcb gfedc gfedcb gfedc gfedcb gfedc gfedc

7. Instructional Planning. Individualized decision-making and instruction 
is at the center of special education practice. Special educators develop 
long-range individualized instructional plans anchored in both general and 
special curricula. In addition, special educators systematically translate 
these individualized plans into carefully selected shorter-range goals and 
objectives taking into consideration an individual’s abilities and needs, the 
learning environment, and a myriad of cultural and linguistic factors. 
Individualized instructional plans emphasize explicit modeling and 
efficient guided practice to assure acquisition and fluency through 
maintenance and generalization. Understanding of these factors as well as 
the implications of an individual’s exceptional condition, guides the 



special educator’s selection, adaptation, and creation of materials, and the 
use of powerful instructional variables. Instructional plans are modified 
based on ongoing analysis of the individual’s learning progress. Moreover, 
special educators facilitate this instructional planning in a collaborative 
context including the individuals with exceptionalities, families, 
professional colleagues, and personnel from other agencies as appropriate. 
Special educators also develop a variety of individualized transition plans, 
such as transitions from preschool to elementary school and from 
secondary settings to a variety of postsecondary work and learning 
contexts. Special educators are comfortable using appropriate technologies 
to support instructional planning and individualized instruction.

Beginning special educators demonstrate their mastery of this standard 
through the mastery of the CEC Common Core Knowledge and Skills, as 
well as through the appropriate CEC Specialty Area(s) Knowledge and 
Skills for which the preparation program is preparing candidates.

gfedcb gfedc gfedcb gfedcb gfedcb gfedcb gfedc gfedc

8. Assessment. Assessment is integral to the decision-making and teaching 
of special educators and special educators use multiple types of assessment 
information for a variety of educational decisions. Special educators use 
the results of assessments to help identify exceptional learning needs and 
to develop and implement individualized instructional programs, as well as 
to adjust instruction in response to ongoing learning progress. Special 
educators understand the legal policies and ethical principles of 
measurement and assessment related to referral, eligibility, program 
planning, instruction, and placement for individuals with ELN, including 
those from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds. Special 
educators understand measurement theory and practices for addressing 
issues of validity, reliability, norms, bias, and interpretation of assessment 
results. In addition, special educators understand the appropriate use and 
limitations of various types of assessments. Special educators collaborate 
with families and other colleagues to assure non-biased, meaningful 
assessments and decision-making. Special educators conduct formal and 
informal assessments of behavior, learning, achievement, and 
environments to design learning experiences that support the growth and 
development of individuals with ELN. Special educators use assessment 
information to identify supports and adaptations required for individuals 
with ELN to access the general curriculum and to participate in school, 
system, and statewide assessment programs. Special educators regularly 
monitor the progress of individuals with ELN in general and special 
curricula. Special educators use appropriate technologies to support their 
assessments.

Beginning special educators demonstrate their mastery of this standard 
through the mastery of the CEC Common Core Knowledge and Skills, as 
well as through the appropriate CEC Specialty Area(s) Knowledge and 
Skills for which the preparation program is preparing candidates.

gfedcb gfedcb gfedcb gfedc gfedcb gfedcb gfedc gfedc

9. Professional and Ethical Practice. Special educators are guided by the 
profession’s ethical and professional practice standards. Special educators 
practice in multiple roles and complex situations across wide age and 
developmental ranges. Their practice requires ongoing attention to legal 
matters along with serious professional and ethical considerations. Special 



educators engage in professional activities and participate in learning 
communities that benefit individuals with ELN, their families, colleagues, 
and their own professional growth. Special educators view themselves as 
lifelong learners and regularly reflect on and adjust their practice. Special 
educators are aware of how their own and others attitudes, behaviors, and 
ways of communicating can influence their practice. Special educators 
understand that culture and language can interact with exceptionalities, and 
are sensitive to the many aspects of diversity of individuals with ELN and 
their families. Special educators actively plan and engage in activities that 
foster their professional growth and keep them current with evidence-
based best practices. Special educators know their own limits of practice 
and practice within them.

Beginning special educators demonstrate their mastery of this standard 
through the mastery of the CEC Common Core Knowledge and Skills, as 
well as through the appropriate CEC Specialty Area(s) Knowledge and 
Skills for which the preparation program is preparing candidates.

gfedcb gfedcb gfedc gfedc gfedc gfedcb gfedc gfedc

10. Collaboration. Special educators routinely and effectively collaborate 
with families, other educators, related service providers, and personnel 
from community agencies in culturally responsive ways. This 
collaboration assures that the needs of individuals with ELN are addressed 
throughout schooling. Moreover, special educators embrace their special 
role as advocate for individuals with ELN. Special educators promote and 
advocate the learning and well being of individuals with ELN across a 
wide range of settings and a range of different learning experiences. 
Special educators are viewed as specialists by a myriad of people who 
actively seek their collaboration to effectively include and teach 
individuals with ELN. Special educators are a resource to their colleagues 
in understanding the laws and policies relevant to Individuals with ELN. 
Special educators use collaboration to facilitate the successful transitions 
of individuals with ELN across settings and services.

Beginning special educators demonstrate their mastery of this standard 
through the mastery of the CEC Common Core Knowledge and Skills, as 
well as through the appropriate CEC Specialty Area(s) Knowledge and 
Skills for which the preparation program is preparing candidates.

gfedcb gfedcb gfedcb gfedcb gfedc gfedc gfedc gfedc

SECTION IV - EVIDENCE FOR MEETING STANDARDS

    DIRECTIONS: The 6-8 key assessments listed in Section II must be documented and discussed in 
Section IV. The assessments must be those that all candidates in the program are required to complete 
and should be used by the program to determine candidate proficiencies as expected in the program 
standards. Assessments and scoring guides should be aligned with the SPA standards. This means that 
the concepts in the SPA standards should be apparent in the assessments and in the scoring guides to 
the same depth, breadth, and specificity as in the SPA standards.

In the description of each assessment below, the SPA has identified potential assessments that would 
be appropriate. Assessments have been organized into the following three areas that are addressed in 
NCATE’s unit standard 1:



 Content knowledge (Assessments 1 and 2)
 Pedagogical and professional knowledge, skills and dispositions (Assessments 3 and 4)
 Focus on student learning (Assessment 5)

Note that in some disciplines, content knowledge may include or be inextricable from professional 
knowledge. If this is the case, assessments that combine content and professional knowledge may be 
considered "content knowledge" assessments for the purpose of this report.

For each assessment, the compiler should prepare a document that includes the following items: a two 
page narrative that responds to questions 1, 2, 3, and 4 (below) and the three items listed in question 5 
(below). This document should be attached as directed. 

1. A brief description of the assessment and its use in the program (one sentence may be sufficient);
2. A description of how this assessment specifically aligns with the standards it is cited for in Section 
III. Cite SPA standards by number, title, and/or standard wording.
3. A brief analysis of the data findings;
4. An interpretation of how that data provides evidence for meeting standards, indicating the specific 
SPA standards by number, title, and/or standard wording; and
5. Attachment of assessment documentation, including:
(a) the assessment tool or description of the assignment; 
(b) the scoring guide for the assessment; and 
(c) candidate data derived from the assessment. 

It is preferred that the response for each of 5a, 5b, and 5c (above) be limited to the equivalent of five 
text pages, however in some cases assessment instruments or scoring guides may go beyond five 
pages.

All three components of the assessment (as identified in 5a-c) must be attached, with the following 
exceptions: (a) the assessment tool and scoring guide are not required for reporting state licensure 
data, and (b) for some assessments, data may not yet be avail

    1.  State licensure tests or professional examinations of content knowledge. CEC standards 
addressed in this entry could include all of the standards. If your state does not require licensure 
tests or professional examinations in the content area, data from another assessment must be 
presented to document candidate attainment of content knowledge. Provide assessment information 
(items 1-5) as outlined in the directions for Section IV (Answer Required)

Provide assessment information (items 1-5) as outlined in the directions for Section IV

Assessment 1

See Attachments panel below.

    2.  Assessment of content knowledge(15) in special education. CEC standards addressed in this 
assessment could include but are not limited to Standards 1 and 2. Examples of assessments include 
comprehensive examinations; written interpersonal/presentational tasks; capstone projects or 
research reports addressing cross-disciplinary content; philosophy of teaching statement that 
addresses the role of culture, literature, and cross-disciplinary content; and other portfolio tasks



(16) . (Answer Required)

Provide assessment information (items 1-5) as outlined in the directions for Section IV

    (15) Content knowledge in early childhood professional preparation includes knowledge of child development and learning (characteristics and 
influences); family relationships and processes; subject matter knowledge in literacy, mathematics, science, social studies, the visual and performing arts, 
and movement/physical education; as well as knowledge about children's learning and development in these areas.
    (16) A portfolio is a collection of candidate work. The information to be reported here requires an assessment of candidates’ content knowledge as 
revealed in the work product contained in a portfolio. If the portfolio contains pieces that are interdependent and the portfolio is evaluated by faculty as 
one assessment using a scoring guide, then the portfolio could be counted as one assessment. Often the assessment addresses an independent product 
within the portfolio rather than the complete portfolio. In the latter case, the assessment and scoring guide for the independent product should be 

presented.

Assessment 2

See Attachments panel below.

    3.  Assessment that demonstrates candidates can effectively plan classroom-based instruction 
(e.g., unit plan) or activities for other roles as special educators. CEC standards that could be 
addressed in this assessment include but are not limited to 7. Examples of assessments include the 
evaluation of candidates’ abilities to develop lesson or unit plans. An example would be a 
differentiated unit of instruction

Provide assessment information (items 1-5) as outlined in the directions for Section IV

Assessment 3

See Attachments panel below.

    4.  Assessment that demonstrates candidates' knowledge, skills, and dispositions are applied 
effectively in practice. CEC standards that could be addressed in this assessment include but are 
not limited to 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10. The assessment instrument used in student teaching and the 
internship or other clinical experiences should be submitted (Answer Required)

Provide assessment information (items 1-5) as outlined in the directions for Section IV

Assessment 4

See Attachments panel below.

    5.  Assessment that demonstrates candidate effects on student learning. CEC standards that 
could be addressed in this assessment include but are not limited to 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8. Examples of 
assessments include those based on student work samples, portfolio tasks, case studies, follow-up 
studies, and employer surveys. (Answer Required)

Provide assessment information (items 1-5) as outlined in the directions for Section IV

Assessment 5

See Attachments panel below.



    6.  Additional assessment that addresses CEC standards. Examples of assessments include 
evaluations of field experiences, case studies, portfolio tasks, licensure tests not reported in #1, and 
follow-up studies. (Answer Required) 

Provide assessment information (items 1-5) as outlined in the directions for Section IV

Assessment 6

See Attachments panel below.

    7.  Additional assessment that addresses CEC standards. Examples of assessments include 
evaluations of field experiences, case studies, portfolio tasks, licensure tests not reported in #1, and 
follow-up studies. 

Provide assessment information (items 1-5) as outlined in the directions for Section IV

    8.  Additional assessment that addresses CEC standards. Examples of assessments include 
evaluations of field experiences, case studies, portfolio tasks, licensure tests not reported in #1, and 
follow-up studies. 

Provide assessment information (items 1-5) as outlined in the directions for Section IV

SECTION V - USE OF ASSESSMENT RESULTS TO IMPROVE PROGRAM

    1.  Evidence must be presented in this section that assessment results have been analyzed and 
have been or will be used to improve candidate performance and strengthen the program. This 
description should not link improvements to individual assessments but, rather, it should 
summarize principal findings from the evidence, the faculty's interpretation of those findings, and 
changes made in (or planned for) the program as a result. Describe the steps program faculty has 
taken to use information from assessments for improvement of both candidate performance and 
the program. This information should be organized around (1) content knowledge, (2) professional 
and pedagogical knowledge, skill, and dispositions, and (3) student learning. 

(Response limited to 12,000 characters)

Section V Use of Assessment Results to Improve Candidate and Program Performance 

The Process 
The College of Education and Human Development at Southeastern Louisiana University has designed a 
system for monitoring the use of data for program improvement. Whenever data is received, a report is 
generated. That report is shared with the Dean’s Administrative Council (DAC). The DAC reviews the 
report, analyzes the results, reflects on the significance, and discusses possible program or unit 
implications. The report is then disseminated to respective program chairs/directors who, again, review 
and analyze before they send to the appropriate program faculty. Faculty review the data and determine 
the type of response that is indicated. The data might require an action, decision, or proposal. If so, that 



information is sent back to the DAC for approval. The DAC creates an executive summary and is then 
responsible for the dissemination of that document to the appropriate audience which might include the 
Council for Teacher Educators (CTE), the public, or an appropriate committee. This process allows for 
the dissemination of data to appropriate people, involves the college in the decision-making process, 
ensures appropriate analysis of data by a variety of constituents, and allows data to be effectively used 
for program improvement. 

Content 
Since there is no required praxis examination that tests content knowledge of candidates seeking gifted 
certification, they must demonstrate their knowledge of content and their ability to apply that content to 
practical situations in a variety of ways throughout the curriculum. To ensure appropriate, research-
based content, the program is framed around the CEC/NAGC Standards. Overall, candidates seem to 
have a good grasp of the tenets that are evident in the body of content knowledge inherent in the field of 
gifted education. 
Informal and formal measures indicate that candidates have an understanding of the following areas as 
they relate to gifted learners: characteristics, assessment measures, definitions, facets of giftedness, twice 
exceptional students, strategies/methods, materials, learning styles, differentiation, creativity, curriculum 
models, theories/theorists, historical foundations, local, state, and national policies/procedures, diversity, 
culture, and national standards. Informal measures such as Assessment 3, the Parallel Curriculum Unit, 
Assessment 4, the Practicum Assessment/Observation Form, Assessment 5, “What it means to be 
Gifted” teaching assignment and Assessment 6, Artifact Reflection are used to measure candidate 
understanding of gifted learners. Formal measure such as Assessment 1, the Comprehensive Exam and 
Assessment 2, Action Research Proposal/Project are used to determine candidate essential knowledge to 
teach gifted learners. Candidates have demonstrated not only their knowledge of the content but also 
their ability to apply that content to a variety of practical situations. Experiences were designed that 
allowed them to work effectively in their own classrooms and the classrooms of their colleagues and also 
with local students enrolled in summer programs. A thorough analysis of data indicates that candidates 
sometimes lacked the ability to see the “bigger picture” Some candidates had a hard time moving away 
from more traditional views of the learning process and looking at content acquisition through a different 
lens. They need more time to study a variety of curriculum models and opportunities to explore the 
similarities and differences among the models. A greater emphasis should be placed on essential 
understandings, the importance of complex concepts, and the impact of units of study on the lifelong 
learning of students. Re-designed courses are incorporating these indicated changes. 

The Comprehensive Examination has been the major culminating assessment used to decide if 
candidates have the necessary knowledge to teach gifted learners. Overall, candidates in the gifted 
program have been very successful in this area. However, research shows that a paper-and-pencil 
activity is not as accurate an indicator as an experience that would require candidates to demonstrate 
their new knowledge in an authentic setting. For this reason, the Department of Teaching and Learning 
has decided to replace the Comprehensive Examination with an Action Research Project. The Action 
Research Project would require students to determine an actual “problem area” in their classroom, 
analyze relevant research, propose a solution, implement that solution, analyze results, reflect on lesson 
effectiveness, and document impact on student learning. 

Professional and Pedagogical Knowledge, Skills, and Dispositions 
Candidates demonstrated their competence in Professional and Pedagogical Knowledge, Skills, and 
Dispositions in a variety of ways throughout the program. The graduate program in Curriculum and 
Instruction with a Concentration in Gifted is designed around the CEC/NAGC Standards and focused on 
best practices for educators of the gifted. This ensures that all of the professional and pedagogical 
knowledge, skills, and dispositions indicated in these well-researched standards are integrated 
throughout the curriculum. Candidates demonstrated their competency in these standards through 



Assessments 1 through 6. They were able to identify which standard(s) connected to classroom 
experiences/expectations in Assessment 6 (Artifact Reflection) and then reflect on how completing 
certain assignments proved their competency relative to specific standards. They understand the 
standards and see their practical relevance. Candidates worked collaboratively with colleagues in their 
university classrooms, in their local schools, and at the district level. They interacted with parents in a 
variety of ways. They reflected on their own learning and also on the impact that their teaching had on 
the learning of their own students (Assessment 5). Reflection is sometimes difficult, especially for 
candidates who have never before been required to do this. But, candidates are improving in their ability 
to reflect as faculty is becoming more adept at modeling the process. Candidates were observed in 
authentic teaching situations and assessed for appropriate dispositions (Assessment 4). They 
demonstrated their ability to treat students fairly and with respect, to make ethical decisions, to organize 
their time, and to demonstrate professional behaviors. Observations and self-reflections revealed that 
candidates understood giftedness and could design and implement appropriate lessons that would impact 
the learning and achievement of their students. A thorough analysis of data indicated that while 
candidates are improving in their ability to reflect on their own teaching and the learning of their 
students, there is room for improvement in this area. More instruction in the process of reflection will be 
included in revised courses. Also, more modeling of the reflective process by faculty who are teaching 
these courses will be included in the program. Some candidates, especially those who had no previous 
experiences with gifted learners, had a hard time relating to specific needs of gifted students. They often 
relied on the more traditional definitions and stereotypes of “giftedness” and the more traditional 
teaching methods that they learned in their undergraduate teacher education program. They often failed 
to see the unique qualities that separate gifted students from regular education students. These candidates 
need more experiences with classrooms that include gifted students. Efforts are underway to build more 
of these types of experiences into the curriculum of these candidates. 

Student Learning 
The reflective component built into each of the courses required candidates to consider and to reflect 
upon the learning of their own students. Classroom discussions and assignments focused on the link 
between teaching and learning and required candidates to consider the unique needs of each of their 
students as they planned instructional activities. Candidates analyzed data from their own students 
(Assessment 5) in an attempt to determine the impact they were having on student learning. Lessons that 
were constructed were designed to focus on student learning/achievement. Candidates were able to 
appropriately link learning goals/objectives with assessment measures and then to analyze the impact of 
lessons/units of study. They made connections between formal and informal data and demonstrated their 
ability to interpret test results. Candidates were required to analyze their own teaching effectiveness and 
to document their justification for their self-analysis. Some candidates seemed to have the ability to 
naturally assess their own effectiveness while others struggled. There is definitely an indication for more 
university-related instruction in this reflective process. Candidates need to be taught how to identify 
specific lesson components and then to connect those components directly to student learning. The 
ability to link what the teacher does and what the student learns must be strengthened. Newly redesigned 
courses will include opportunities for students to identify and practice this skill. Faculty who teach 
courses need to more effectively model all aspects of the reflective process and to build more reflective 
opportunities into the curriculum. 

Overall Analysis of Candidate Assessment Results 
Candidates have demonstrated their new understandings by answering content related questions, 
planning and implementing appropriate units of study; finding and analyzing research; reflecting on their 
own learning; participating in discussions/conversations; sharing their findings with others; designing, 
implementing, and analyzing action research projects; reflecting on the impact of their teaching on their 
students’ learning; demonstrating appropriate dispositions; and identifying/finding solutions to social-
emotional related issues. Major areas for improvement include problems with reflection and with 



recognizing the unique needs of gifted students. 

Use of Program Data for Unit Changes 
After reviewing data obtained from Comprehensive Exams and analyzing research about the most 
effective way to assess candidate content knowledge, the faculty in the Department of Teaching and 
Learning decided that they could more accurately assess the ability of candidates to demonstrate and 
apply content knowledge with an Action Research Project. This project would not only require 
candidates to demonstrate their mastery of content but also to demonstrate their ability to apply this 
knowledge in an authentic setting. The proposed Action Research Project will require candidates to 
identify an authentic problem in their classroom, review relevant research that might help them develop 
a solution, determine a plan of action that might solve the problem, implement that plan, and then reflect 
on the results. Students would be required to self-assess their own performance and also analyze the 
effect they had on student learning. In the revised program, the Action Research Project will replace the 
Comprehensive Examination. 

SECTION VI - FOR REVISED REPORTS OR RESPONSE TO CONDITIONS REPORTS ONLY

    1.  Describe what changes or additions have been made in response to issues cited in previous 
recognition report. List the sections of the report you are resubmitting and the changes that have 
been made. Specific instructions for preparing a revised report or a response to condition report 
are available on the NCATE web site at http://www.ncate.org/institutions/process.asp?ch=4 
(Response limited to 24,000 characters.)

C.1—Candidates’ knowledge of content 
One of the three questions on Assessment #1 comprehensive exam is related specifically to students 
with gifts and talents, and accounts for 50 percent of the final score. The other two questions relate to 
educational leadership and research which each account for 25 percent of the final score. From the 
information provided, and without the actual exam questions, it is difficult to ascertain the level of 
competency and content mastery candidates can demonstrate in answering the one question. 

We have provided the additional questions for educational leadership and research along with the 
scoring rubrics and data. In addition we revised the data chart to reflect the standards associated with 
each part of the rubrics.

C.2—Candidates’ ability to understand and apply pedagogical and professional content knowledge, 
skills, and dispositions 

The assessments addressing understanding and application of pedagogy and professional knowledge, 
skills, and dispositions are vague in assessing candidates’ knowledge and abilities in these areas. 
Assessment tools are briefly described identifying what is expected of candidates. However, this is not 
congruent with the rubrics. The scoring rubrics focus more on the process of completing the assessment 
and have little focus on how well the assessment meets the standards. 

We realigned and explicated the rubrics for Assessment 1 (Comps), Assessment 2 (Action Research), 
Assessment 3 (Parallel Curriculum), Assessment 4 (Classroom Observation), Assessment 5 (“What it 
means to be Gifted” Teaching Assignment), and Assessment 6 (Artifact Reflection) to focus more on 
congruency with the standards. 

C.3—Candidate effects on P-12 student learning 
Assessment #5 ‘What It Means to Be Gifted’ makes an attempt to assess candidates’ effects on P-12 



student learning by having candidates reflect on their lesson effectiveness. However, there is no specific 
evidence that candidates formatively assess their impact on P-12 student learning. 

We added the pre and post assessment activity that shows how candidates formatively assess their 
impact on student learning in the classroom. They reflect on the impact of their instruction. We also 
aligned the rubric subparts with the appropriate standards.

PART D—EVALUATION OF THE USE OF ASSESSMENT RESULTS 

Evidence that assessment results are evaluated and applied to the improvement of candidate performance 
and strengthening of the program (as discussed in Section V of the program report) 
The program appears to have a plan in place for program improvement. Although Section V presents 
areas for improvement, it is not clear what data were utilized to make these recommendations. 

Section V Use of Assessment Results to Improve Candidate and Program Performance 

The Process 
The College of Education and Human Development at Southeastern Louisiana University has designed a 
system for monitoring the use of data for program improvement. Whenever data is received, a report is 
generated. That report is shared with the Dean’s Administrative Council (DAC). The DAC reviews the 
report, analyzes the results, reflects on the significance, and discusses possible program or unit 
implications. The report is then disseminated to respective program chairs/directors who, again, review 
and analyze before they send to the appropriate program faculty. Faculty review the data and determine 
the type of response that is indicated. The data might require an action, decision, or proposal. If so, that 
information is sent back to the DAC for approval. The DAC creates an executive summary and is then 
responsible for the dissemination of that document to the appropriate audience which might include the 
Council for Teacher Educators (CTE), the public, or an appropriate committee. This process allows for 
the dissemination of data to appropriate people, involves the college in the decision-making process, 
ensures appropriate analysis of data by a variety of constituents, and allows data to be effectively used 
for program improvement. 

Content 
Since there is no required praxis examination that tests content knowledge of candidates seeking gifted 
certification, they must demonstrate their knowledge of content and their ability to apply that content to 
practical situations in a variety of ways throughout the curriculum. To ensure appropriate, research-
based content, the program is framed around the CEC/NAGC Standards. Overall, candidates seem to 
have a good grasp of the tenets that are evident in the body of content knowledge inherent in the field of 
gifted education. 
Informal and formal measures indicate that candidates have an understanding of the following areas as 
they relate to gifted learners: characteristics, assessment measures, definitions, facets of giftedness, twice 
exceptional students, strategies/methods, materials, learning styles, differentiation, creativity, curriculum 
models, theories/theorists, historical foundations, local, state, and national policies/procedures, diversity, 
culture, and national standards. Informal measures such as Assessment 3, the Parallel Curriculum Unit, 
Assessment 4, the Practicum Assessment/Observation Form, Assessment 5, “What it means to be 
Gifted” teaching assignment and Assessment 6, Artifact Reflection are used to measure candidate 
understanding of gifted learners. Formal measure such as Assessment 1, the Comprehensive Exam and 
Assessment 2, Action Research Proposal/Project are used to determine candidate essential knowledge to 
teach gifted learners. Candidates have demonstrated not only their knowledge of the content but also 
their ability to apply that content to a variety of practical situations. Experiences were designed that 
allowed them to work effectively in their own classrooms and the classrooms of their colleagues and also 



with local students enrolled in summer programs. A thorough analysis of data indicates that candidates 
sometimes lacked the ability to see the “bigger picture” Some candidates had a hard time moving away 
from more traditional views of the learning process and looking at content acquisition through a different 
lens. They need more time to study a variety of curriculum models and opportunities to explore the 
similarities and differences among the models. A greater emphasis should be placed on essential 
understandings, the importance of complex concepts, and the impact of units of study on the lifelong 
learning of students. Re-designed courses are incorporating these indicated changes. 

The Comprehensive Examination has been the major culminating assessment used to decide if 
candidates have the necessary knowledge to teach gifted learners. Overall, candidates in the gifted 
program have been very successful in this area. However, research shows that a paper-and-pencil 
activity is not as accurate an indicator as an experience that would require candidates to demonstrate 
their new knowledge in an authentic setting. For this reason, the Department of Teaching and Learning 
has decided to replace the Comprehensive Examination with an Action Research Project. The Action 
Research Project would require students to determine an actual “problem area” in their classroom, 
analyze relevant research, propose a solution, implement that solution, analyze results, reflect on lesson 
effectiveness, and document impact on student learning. 

Professional and Pedagogical Knowledge, Skills, and Dispositions 
Candidates demonstrated their competence in Professional and Pedagogical Knowledge, Skills, and 
Dispositions in a variety of ways throughout the program. The graduate program in Curriculum and 
Instruction with a Concentration in Gifted is designed around the CEC/NAGC Standards and focused on 
best practices for educators of the gifted. This ensures that all of the professional and pedagogical 
knowledge, skills, and dispositions indicated in these well-researched standards are integrated 
throughout the curriculum. Candidates demonstrated their competency in these standards through 
Assessments 1 through 6. They were able to identify which standard(s) connected to classroom 
experiences/expectations in Assessment 6 (Artifact Reflection) and then reflect on how completing 
certain assignments proved their competency relative to specific standards. They understand the 
standards and see their practical relevance. Candidates worked collaboratively with colleagues in their 
university classrooms, in their local schools, and at the district level. They interacted with parents in a 
variety of ways. They reflected on their own learning and also on the impact that their teaching had on 
the learning of their own students (Assessment 5). Reflection is sometimes difficult, especially for 
candidates who have never before been required to do this. But, candidates are improving in their ability 
to reflect as faculty is becoming more adept at modeling the process. Candidates were observed in 
authentic teaching situations and assessed for appropriate dispositions (Assessment 4). They 
demonstrated their ability to treat students fairly and with respect, to make ethical decisions, to organize 
their time, and to demonstrate professional behaviors. Observations and self-reflections revealed that 
candidates understood giftedness and could design and implement appropriate lessons that would impact 
the learning and achievement of their students. A thorough analysis of data indicated that while 
candidates are improving in their ability to reflect on their own teaching and the learning of their 
students, there is room for improvement in this area. More instruction in the process of reflection will be 
included in revised courses. Also, more modeling of the reflective process by faculty who are teaching 
these courses will be included in the program. Some candidates, especially those who had no previous 
experiences with gifted learners, had a hard time relating to specific needs of gifted students. They often 
relied on the more traditional definitions and stereotypes of “giftedness” and the more traditional 
teaching methods that they learned in their undergraduate teacher education program. They often failed 
to see the unique qualities that separate gifted students from regular education students. These candidates 
need more experiences with classrooms that include gifted students. Efforts are underway to build more 
of these types of experiences into the curriculum of these candidates. 

Student Learning 



The reflective component built into each of the courses required candidates to consider and to reflect 
upon the learning of their own students. Classroom discussions and assignments focused on the link 
between teaching and learning and required candidates to consider the unique needs of each of their 
students as they planned instructional activities. Candidates analyzed data from their own students 
(Assessment 5) in an attempt to determine the impact they were having on student learning. Lessons that 
were constructed were designed to focus on student learning/achievement. Candidates were able to 
appropriately link learning goals/objectives with assessment measures and then to analyze the impact of 
lessons/units of study. They made connections between formal and informal data and demonstrated their 
ability to interpret test results. Candidates were required to analyze their own teaching effectiveness and 
to document their justification for their self-analysis. Some candidates seemed to have the ability to 
naturally assess their own effectiveness while others struggled. There is definitely an indication for more 
university-related instruction in this reflective process. Candidates need to be taught how to identify 
specific lesson components and then to connect those components directly to student learning. The 
ability to link what the teacher does and what the student learns must be strengthened. Newly redesigned 
courses will include opportunities for students to identify and practice this skill. Faculty who teach 
courses need to more effectively model all aspects of the reflective process and to build more reflective 
opportunities into the curriculum. 

Overall Analysis of Candidate Assessment Results 
Candidates have demonstrated their new understandings by answering content related questions, 
planning and implementing appropriate units of study; finding and analyzing research; reflecting on their 
own learning; participating in discussions/conversations; sharing their findings with others; designing, 
implementing, and analyzing action research projects; reflecting on the impact of their teaching on their 
students’ learning; demonstrating appropriate dispositions; and identifying/finding solutions to social-
emotional related issues. Major areas for improvement include problems with reflection and with 
recognizing the unique needs of gifted students. 

Use of Program Data for Unit Changes 
After reviewing data obtained from Comprehensive Exams and analyzing research about the most 
effective way to assess candidate content knowledge, the faculty in the Department of Teaching and 
Learning decided that they could more accurately assess the ability of candidates to demonstrate and 
apply content knowledge with an Action Research Project. This project would not only require 
candidates to demonstrate their mastery of content but also to demonstrate their ability to apply this 
knowledge in an authentic setting. The proposed Action Research Project will require candidates to 
identify an authentic problem in their classroom, review relevant research that might help them develop 
a solution, determine a plan of action that might solve the problem, implement that plan, and then reflect 
on the results. Students would be required to self-assess their own performance and also analyze the 
effect they had on student learning. In the revised program, the Action Research Project will replace the 
Comprehensive Examination. 

PART E—AREAS FOR CONSIDERATION 

Evidence is lacking concerning candidates’ competency related to issues of cultural and linguistic 
diversity. 

In Assessment 2, candidates consider the implementation of their action research, they consider issues 
related to Learning Environments and Social Interactions (Standard 5) as well as Language and 
Communication (Standard 6). 

In Assessment 4, candidates are asked to consider the social climate, diversity issues, and social 
interactions that will be a part of the summer experience and to consider appropriate ways of dealing 



with any issues that might arise. Candidates are observed at various times throughout the experience. 

In Assessment 6, candidates demonstrate their understanding of the standards in the reflective piece that 
accompanies the artifacts and it is probable that the pool of candidates will address all standards 

The program needs to revise its rubrics so that they reflect quantifiable measures of candidate 
performance and align with the respective assessment tool. Rubrics should report data using a consistent 
scale and language that align with CEC standards. 

Rubrics were revised to more accurately reflect quantifiable measure of candidate performance and 
realigned with CEC standards. See rubrics in Assessments 1-6.

Assessment #4 Classroom Observation is a group thematic lessons project designed for culturally 
diverse students with gifts and talents and has the potential to be a very effective comprehensive 
assessment. However, the open-ended qualitative rubric does not specifically assess candidate products 
or performance and is not comprehensive enough to address standards for which this assessment is said 
to be aligned. 

The rubric was aligned with standards to more accurately reflect candidate performance and product and 
to obtain more quantifiable data.

Assessment #2 Action Research Proposal can be a comprehensive assessment; however, without 
knowing what question candidates come up with, a decision about the ability of this assessment to meet 
standards is not able to be made. Also, the scoring rubric focuses more on the process of the action 
research proposal and not so much on content. 

The scoring rubric was redesigned to address more content related data versus process related. See 
Assessment 2.

A subsequent report should include information on program’s field placements across age ranges. 

Field experiences address all age ranges (PK-12) and reflect and are conducted in grade level/subject 
areas of the teacher’s current certification/s.

PART F—ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 

F.1—Comments on context and other topics not covered in Parts B-E: 

Only two faculty members have specific experience or certification teaching gifted students; it is not 
clear how supervision will be provided for candidates. 

We have updated a more complete list of faculty available to supervise candidates.

Faculty certifications listed show only highest degree earned with no field of study, so it is difficult to 
determine qualifications. Only one faculty member appears to have experience or hold certification in 
this field. 

Field of study was added to more clearly represent faculty qualifications.

Please click "Next"



    This is the end of the report. Please click "Next" to proceed.


